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I. ORGANIZATION; THE RELIEF STATIONS

IN BULGARIA
By Lieiiteiiaiit- Colonel Edward Oapps, Commissioner.

Immediately after the arrival in Athens on October

23rd of the first group of the American Red Cross Com-

mission to Greece, it was learned that the situation of

the civilian population of Eastern Macedonia, a territory

which had just been abandoned by the Bulgarian armies

after two years of occupation, was desperately bad, and

that if emergency relief was to be brought to the Greeks

anywhere, it should be here. But we had as yet no sup-

plies and no transport, and among our personnel in Athens

and on the way there were none trained as « social wor-

kers». We were therefore confronted at the first moment

by three questions: (1) Precisely what was the work of

greatest urgency in Eastern Macedonia; (2) Where could

we get the needed supplies of food and clothing; and

(3) What means could be improvised for distributing such

supplies where they were most needed.

Fortunately for us, the second question was provision-

ally answered for us in Athens. Among the American

Red Cross officers who had accompanied us from Taranto

to Athens was Colonel Robert W. Perkins, the Commis-

sioner to Italy, who had been sent over to adjust the

affairs of the Commission to Serbia, whose headquarters
were at Salonica. On his return from a hasty journey to

Salonica, Colonel Perkins informed me that the Commission

to Serbia had plenty of supplies in its warehouse, but no

transport with which to move them for the relief of the



Serbians; if, therefore, we found immediate need of sup-

plies for Eastern Macedonia, he. would urge the Serbian

Commission to let us have them.

Ji2vesti^a^i022.— Thefirst and third questions could only
be answered after a personal investigation of the condi-

tions in the area until recently occupied by the Bulgarians.
Without waiting for the arrival of the second group of

personnel, the Commissioner therefore made up a party

and set out for Salonica on November 6th. The party
consisted of the Commissioner, two Deputy Commissioners,

Majors Barnes and Black, and Messrs. Hill and Blegen,

Director and Secretary respectively of the American School

of Classical Studies at Athens. These last two gentlemen

gladly offered their services to the American Red Cross,

and by reason of their intimate knowledge of the Greek

language and familiarity with the people and country,

rendered from the first to the last services of inestimable

value.

Arriving at Salonica, we learned that the distress in

Eastern Macedonia affected two classes of the population,

namely, those who had remained at their homes during

the Bulgarian occupation
— these of course were vastly in

the majority
— and those who had been deported into

Bulgaria and were now, under the terms of the armistice,

endeavoring to return to their homes. As far as the first

class was concerned, they were in number and in the loca-

tion of their homes quite beyond our reach for the moment.

It was quite impossible for us to attempt to extend any
relief to the Serres district, its railroad connection with

Salonica to the west and with Drama to the east having

been broken and access by other means being at present

beyond our powers. Besides, the Greeks themselves, through

their Red Cross and other organizations, were making an

effort to help the population there. They were also active



in the adjoining Drama district, where a soup kitchen and

distributing station had been estabHshed. We therefore

felt that our efforts would best be directed to Kavalla

itsulf and to the towns along the railroad route by which

the hostages were returning from Bulgaria.

The condition of these hostages was reported to be

desperate in the extreme. Bulgaria was required by the

terms of the armistice to permit the civilian Greeks, whom
they had carried off, to return to their homes, but the

Allies had provided no adequate method for collecting

and transporting them, or made arrangements for their

care en route. Such care as they were receiving came from

the few British officers who were posted along the line

of travel. The railroads were demoralized, the Bulgarians

sulky and often defiant, food was difficult to procure, and

conditions in general such that the returning families,

especially the sick and the women and children, were

bound to suffer exceedingly during the journey home,
which often required one or two weeks. We heard that

train -loads of utterly wretched people were beginning to

come over the border along the railroad line connecting
Eastern Macedonia with Bulgaria (*). Several thousand of

(*) The armistice with Bulgaria and Turkey was signed September
Both. Tliough loosely drawn in detail, it clearly threw on Bulgaria the

burden of providing for transportation to their homes of the civilian

Greeks and Serbians who were being held in Bulgaria. But adequate
measures were not immediately taken by the Allies to enforce this

provision. Early in October the Greek refugees began to come over the

border into Macedonia at Rupel Pass on the north and at Oxilar on the

east. They came in small groups and on foot, having in many instances

traveled hundreds of miles. They began to come over the railroad at

Oxilar toward the first of November, but irregularly and in rather small

numbers. The stream did not begin to flow steadily and in large volume
until about December 1st, when the American Red Cross stations were
in operation and, largely through our intervention, rigorous measures
were being enforced by the Allied military command to secure the

prompt repatriation of these unfortunate people,



these Greek deportees had already returned; but the major

portion of them were being held in Bulgarian concentration

camps, most of which were accessible to the railroad which

enters Greek territory just west of Xanthi, the last frontier

town in the territory ceded by Turkey at the end of the

Balkan wars. It was manifest, therefore, that the larger

portion of them would return by this route. The total

number of these deportees to be repatriated was estimated

to be between 125,000 and 175,000.

The physical problem of their repatriation was a matter

of railroad cars and train service, and this was essential-

ly a problem for the Allied armies. Apparently the refugees

could all be transported, if the task were seriously under-

taken, in a couple of months. Whether or not they should

be cared for during their journey, whether the women and

children at least should be somewhat protected against the

rigors of winter by gifts of clothing and food and. the sick

ministered unto— this was a legitimate Red Cross problem.

The Decision to Enter Bulgaria.— These facts at

once determined the line of action to be taken by the

Greek Commission. Here was a limited area to be covered

and our slender personnel might suffice for it. We had

prospects of a small amount of food from the Serbian

Commission, and, for the short period which the operation

would probably cover, we thought it might prove sufficient.

As for clothing, the shipment which we had secured from

the Italian Commission and sent to Mitylene might be

divided up and made to serve in both emergencies. The

resolution was therefore taken to get together what sup-

plies we could and move eastward with them in the hope
of getting quickly to the scene of greatest distress.

Supplies, - We next secured a promise of supplies from

Lieutenant- Colonel Farnam, who had just been appointed

Commissioner to Serbia, ^nd then applied to the Governor'



General of Thessalonica, Mr. A. Adossides, for transporta-

tion of them by sea to Kavalla. Governor- General Ados-

sides, who from the first moment of our arrival had been

deeply interested in our plans and had placed at our

disposal all the information at his command, now proved
himself not only a capable administrator but also a gene-

rous, large minded man. He not only requisitioned for our

use a small steamer (and that at a time when every ship

was worth its weight in gold), but, seeing how scanty'
were the supplies with which we were beginning our

undertaking, added generously to them from the small

stock which he had assembled for the work of relief which

was being conducted by his own people. More than this,

he put on board the ^Hellespontos» his own touring-car
for our use, at a heavy sacrifice of his own comfort and

official convenience, together with a driver
;
and that we

might have means of transportation of our supplies on

reaching Kavalla, he added six ox-teams, with their drivers

and four-wheel carts, together with fodder for some weeks.

From the moment of our arrival in Salonica until the

Commission wound up its work in Greece, Governor-Gen-

eral Adossides has generously given his time and the

facilities of his office to the work of the American Red

Cross, and his hospitable home has time and again been

thrown open to us as we have come and gone through
his crowded and hotel-less capital. From these two sources

we obtained about 35 tons of supplies
— a slender stock, in

truth, with which to begin the work which was to prove
our largest undertaking in Greece. The amount obtained

from the Commission to Serbia was a great disappointment,
and much less than Lieutenant- Colonel Perkins had con-

templated we should have. At that time the Red Cross

warehouse in Salonica contained 753 tons of food -stuffs

and large quantities of clothing and drugs, and this stock

of food was to be replenished by monthly shipments of



355 tons. These supplies consisted chiefly of staple foods

(flour, rice, barley, sugar, salt, olives, olive oil and milk),

and a small amount of clothing. In order to increase our

stock of clothing, I telegraphed to Captain Dewing, who
was just arriving in Mitylene with a small ship-load, to

put one half of his stock on the «Hellespontos», which
was ordered to call there after discharging its cargo at

Kavalla, and to ship it to Kavalla. This supply of clothing,

consisting of some 70,000 garments, enabled us to do our

work in Macedonia during the following winter.

Kavalla,

ifavaiia.—We arrived at Kavalla November 12th, and

were hospitably taken into the homes of the resident

representatives of the American tobacco companies. Within

a few days we had secured, through the kind offices of

the mayor, a small warehouse on the water front. Colonel

Smythe, the British officer in command at Kavalla, placed
at our disposal the army lighters for unloading our vessel

and motor- trucks, limbers and Bulgarian prisoners for

transporting the cargo tQ QMr warehouse, On the I6th



Major Barnes and I visited Drama, the nearest station on

the railroad to Bulgaria and at that time the end of the

line. A warehouse was secured there and arrangements
made with the Greek transport officer at the station for

forwarding our supplies, which were to be brought thither

by British camions from Kavalla, to their destination on

the railroad in Bulgaria. The next day Major Barnes and

I set out for Bulgaria. Major Black remained in Kavalla

in general charge, assisted by Messrs. Hill and Blegen

and Captain Mclninch, who had been summoned from

Mitylene to take charge of the warehouse and shipping.

Pangaeon. —It was arranged at this time that Mr.

Blegen should make a journey of investigation to the

devastated Pangaeon district, with the intention of making
a weekly distribution of food to the inhabitants, using

the ox-teams for transport. The story of this undertaking,

which proved of exceptional interest and value, is fully

related in a separate report.

XanthL — At Drama we joined Mrs. Adossides, wife

of the Governor- General, and Lieutenant Zannas of the

Aviation Corps of the Greek Army, and proceeded with

them to Xanthi, the first town across the border. Two
weeks before this Mrs. Adossides had gone to Xanthi as

a Red Cross nurse, carrying food supplies and medicine

for the relief of the returning refugees; but she had con-

stantly encountered difficulties with the Bulgarian military

and transport officials, who interfered so seriously with

her work that she had to return to Salonica. There she

had procured papers from General Franchet d'Esperey,
Commander-in-Chief of the Allied Armies, which permitted
her to travel and work freely in Bulgaria on her errand

of mercy. The members of the American Red Cross party

had also procured in Salonica adequate papers from the
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Commanding General, so that we anticipated little trouble

from the Bulgarians.

We arrived at Xanthi November 17th in a box -car,

carrying with us a second car loaded with provisions and

clothing furnished by the Greek members of the party.

Mrs. Adossides at once began the work of relief, and it

was an inspiring sight, full of wholesome instruction to

us who were unfamiliar with this sort of thing, to see

her organize and conduct the business of caring for the

refugees. These refugees were arriving at irregular inter-

vals in car-loads and train -loads, each freight car being

packed with as many as it could hold and more, and

each family carrying a bundle of clothing or bedding, all

that remained of their possessions. The British R. T. O. at

the Xanthi station tried to give us advance information

of their coming and to arrange for a stop sufficiently long
to enable us to feed and clothe the refugees in an orderly

fashion; but it was hard and exacting work at best and

only the barest necessities could be provided. The little

band of Greek workers, assisted by a Greek soldier who
was an excellent cook, made what preparation they could

before the arrival of the train. A great cauldron of soup
w^as prepared and large loaves of bread were made ready
and the clothing was sorted out. When the train arrived,

Mrs. Adossides and Lieutenant Zannas issued cards to

each family and made a hasty inventory of the human

freight, so many persons to the car; then came the

distribution of soup and bread; small children w6re pro-

vided with a drink of milk; and warm clothing was given

from the scanty stock to those who were in direst need.

While this work was going on, complaints were heard,

written records or affidavits were made when necessary,

and as far as possible each refugee's story was heard —

generally a pitiful repetition of privations suffered, families

separated, loved ones dead, property taken, away, and
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only too often of outrages committed upon the feeble and

helpless. If time remained before the train pulled out,

such medical care was given as the skillful hands and

quick intelligence of Mrs. Adossides, a graduate nurse of

French training, could administer.

We two Americans thus learned, chiefly as on-lookers

and errand boys, the technique of caring for vast crowds

of refugees in transit It would have required several

weeks of experimenting on our part, and the assistance

of skillful Greek -speaking helpers, to have learned this

New Babies, Bom En Route— Xanthi.

task as well as we learned it in a few days by watching
the work of our Greek associates. It was a familiar

business with them, for Greece in general, and this war-

stricken district in particular, have for generations had to

care for vast numbers of refugees, victims of the Turks

and the Bulgars. The object-lesson was valuable to us in a

two -fold sense: We learned the nature of the task before

us and how we, with our English-speaking personnel,
must handle it. We must have Greek co-workers at every
station we should establish, at least at the beginning, and

the groups which were to handle each station must serve
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a few days* apprenticeship at a station already estab-

lished and learn how the job was to be done.

The condition of the refugees was shocking in the

extreme, especially that of the women and children, of

whom there were very large numbers. A large proportion
of these were in a state of extreme emaciation and clad

in filthy rags, barely enough to clothe their persons, and

often bare-headed and barefooted. They had undergone
and were undergoing the greatest privations and were

frequently in a desperate physical state. Many were sick

and many had running sores on their bodies. It was clear

that, in addition to distribution of food and clothing, pro-
vision should be made at each station for a dispensary
in charge of a trained nurse.

Bulgarian Obstruction. — We found many abuses

which demanded correction. I may mention here several

of the most flagrant. The majority of the refugees reported

that they had been compelled to pay for their railroad

tickets, contrary to the express stipulation of the armistice

agreement. Sometimes the regular rate was collected at

the point of departure, and sometimes an extra rate was

collected on the train after the passenger had gone aboard.

Refugees who lacked the money to pay were sometimes

obliged to sell articles of clothing from off their backs in

order to secure the fare. We collected the proof of over

a thousand instances of this practice, and also proof that

it was sanctioned by the Bulgarian authorities at Sophia,

and forwarded this with full details to General d'Esperey.

In a few weeks drastic orders from Headquarters in

Salonica finally put an end to this practice.

Again, the Bulgarian military authorities claimed and

were exercising the right to enter the railway yard at the

station and carry off under arrest any Greek they chose.

The first time this occurred, when eighteen men were
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lodged in the Xanthi jail, we called upon the Bulgarian

Conimandant and demanded their release on the ground
that the railway yard was Allied territory, controlled by
the Allied Armies, which were represented there by the

British R. T. O. The Commandant demurred to this view,

but when it was vigorously supported by the British officer

in charge at Xanthi, he promised to deliver the prisoners

to us. It was only twenty -four hours later, however, and

after another personal visit to the Commandant, that we

secured the prisoners and set them again upon their way
homeward. During their detention we bought food and

fed them, no provision having been made by the Bulga-
rians. Incidents of this kind continued to occur at this

and other stations for several weeks.

Help from the Allies. —However, the most serious

difficulty which we had with the Bulgarian authorities

arose in connection with our Greek associates. Immediately
after our arrival at Xanthi the four of us had made an

official call upon the Commandant, Colonel Vasileff, and

had shown the papers which had been issued to us by
General d'Esperey. The Commandant offered to extend

every courtesy to the Americans, but refused his pro-

tection to our Greek associates and requested that we

should part company. He expressed the fear that the lives

of the Greeks would be in danger if they should go on

with their work of mercy. The situation became so critical

that I telegraphed to the American Minister in Athens and

to Consul -General Horton in Salonica, asking them to

secure orders for our complete protection and freedom of

movement, stating that we could not possibly do our work

apart from our Greek associates, in view of the fact that

they possessed the supplies and, through their ability to

talk freely with the natives, were indispensable to us in

any work which we should do. From Athens I received no
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support, but Consul -General Horton immediately secured

the necessary orders from General d'Esperey, who sent

his aide in hot haste to Xanthi with orders to the Bul-

garians to cease their obstructive tactics and to the British

authorities at all stations to lend us every assistance. A

Bulgarian major stationed at Xanthi was also ordered to

place himself at our disposal and to give the Greeks as

well as the Americans every possible assistance in the

prosecution of our work. These orders were later amplified

at the request of Major Barnes when he returned to

Salonica, to such an extent that every railroad station in

Bulgaria was made potentially an American Red Cross sta-

tion and all trains were required to stop a sufficient length

of time to enable us properly to care for the refugees.

Equipment of Xanthi 5^a ^1022. --Meanwhile, we re-

quisitioned and fitted up for the use of our personnel a

one-room house situated near the railroad station, con-

verting it into a four-room apartment by curtains of blan-

kets. Our station at Xanthi now consisted of this dwelling-

house and three freight cars placed on a siding in the

railway yard. One car was used for stores, another as a

distributing station and the third as a dispensary and

working headquarters. A Greek soldier was kept on guard
over the supplies and British soldiers maintained a patrol'

at night. This arrangement proved very satisfactory and

convenient. At whatever time of day or night the refugee

trains arrived, our workers could quickly turn out and

begin their operations. This general model was followed

in the other stations we established. The British transport

officers kindly provided the necessary cars at Xanthi

when a party moved forward to establish a new station;

one car was fitted up as living quarters and continued

to be so used until a dwelling house could be secured

and set in order.
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Our only supplies at first were those which Mrs. Ados-

sides had brought with her from Drama, but before

leaving Kavalla I had arranged for the shipment of

American supplies to Drama (by British lorries, of course)
and thence by rail to Xanthi. By the end of one week
these supplies began to arrive and from this time on

flowed in increasing quantities until they finally displaced
those which the Greek relief committees had been fur-

nishing. Major Barnes returned to Athens on November 19th

in order to take up his larger duties as head of the

The Bread-line at Xanthi.

Department of Civilian Relief. On his way he stopped
several days at Salonica, where he held important con-

ferences with the Allied military authorities, and by skill-

fully presenting the difficulties which our work was en-

countering and proposing concrete measures which were

found essential for its successful prosecution, secured the

necessary orders and concessions.

The Program.— On November 21st Major Black and

Mr. Hill arrived at Xanthi. By this time we had enough
information to enable us to analyze our task and lay out
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a definite program for our work in Bulgaria. We deter-

mined to establish stations along the line of the railroad as

far back toward the concentration camps as possible. Such

stations were to be approximately one day's travel apart
and their location was to be determined by the advance

party of investigation, which was to consist of the Com-

missioner, Mrs. Adossides and Lieutenant Zannas. The
number of stations would depend upon the personnel

available, as well as upon the need. Each station was to

be manned by three Americans - an officer in charge,

assisted by a second man and a trained nurse — and they
were to be provided with one or two Greek soldiers who
would cook for the personnel and the refugees and do

the menial labor. Governor- General Adossides kindly sup-

plied these soldiers, who proved of the greatest help. Each

group of workers was to receive a few days' training at

the Xanthi station before moving on. An officer was to

be placed in general charge of all the Bulgarian stations

and should cooperate with the supply officer who was in

charge at Kavalla.

This general program was carried out; such changes
as were made in detail were imposed by circumstances or

suggested by experience as the work went on. The Com-

missioner, who hoped to go on at least as far as Dede-

agatch, and if possible to Adrianople, was summoned back

to Athens by an urgent message from the Deputy Com-

missioners there, and left on the 24th; but Major Black

willingly stepped into his place, abandoning for a time

the hospital program which he had laid out. The investi-

gation of the whereabouts and condition of the Greek

refugees in Bulgaria, the establishment of the other relief

stations, and the general organization of the campaign,

now devolved upon him, and to this task he devoted his

efforts during the ensuing month.
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Selection of Personnel— Before leaving Xanthi a

tentative plan for three Bulgarian stations was formulated

along the lines above sketched. The personnel then avail-

able in Athens was canvassed and a selection made of

those who should man the three Bulgarian stations and

take care of the business of receiving and forwarding

supplies at Kavalla. It was a perplexing task. We then had

in Athens, apart from the office force, only a few nurses,

a group of chauffeurs, and, for general managerial work,

two sanitarians. Comparatively few of these were person-

ally known to the Commissioner. Except that there was

nothing for them to do in Athens at the moment, scarcely

any of these, except the nurses, would have seemed suitable

to be sent into the field on such a task. But there was

no alternative; we were obliged either to use the material

we had and take the risks involved, or else abandon the

refugees to their fate. The latter was not to be thought
of. A list was made up and telegraphed to Athens; the

groups which were ^to take charge of the several stations

were constituted and Lieutenant Bedell was selected to take

charge of the Bulgarian stations. Copies of this list were

furnished to Major Black, Mr. Hill and Captain Mclninch,

and general orders issued for the installation of the relief

service. Mr. Hill conducted 4;he Xanthi station until relieved

and then joined Major Black in a reconnoissance of the

refugee camps throughout Bulgaria. A Greek trained nurse.

Miss Vasilopoulou, replaced Mrs. Adossides at Xanthi.

Dedeagatch. —M^]oY Black and his Greek associates

reached Dedeagatch on November 26th and at once began
the work of relief. When the supplies which they carried

with then failed, the British army came to the rescue and

sold us army rations which were distributed to the refugees.

We acquired at this time some 16,000 rations. This was done

by order of the British Commander-in-Chief, General Milne,

2
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who passed through Dedeagatch at this time and in person
extended to ns every courtesy and faciUty. It was decided

to establish the second station here, and arrangements
were made for a personnel house before the advance party

moved further up the line on December first. After a fort-

night's interval, due to difficulties in transportation, Lieu-

tenant Barry and his helpers arrived and operated the

station until the end.

Tjrrnovo-Siemen. —From December 2nd to December

7th Major Black remained at Adrianople, where a good

Amei'icaii Red Ci*oss Concentration Camp for Refn^ees
at T\Tnovo - Siemen.

many refugees were fed, though no station was established.

Mrs. Adossides and Lieutenant Zannas went on from here

to Sophia and Mr. Hill joined Major Black on December

4th. It was decided that Tyrnovo- Siemen was the best place

for the third station and Lieutenant Bedell was notified

accordingly. This was to be the outermost relief station in

Bulgaria. Here the refugees could be gathered from the

camps lying to the west, north and east, maintained while

waiting for transportation, and rationed for the first portion
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of their journey homeward. Major Black found a suitable

house here and provided for the first relief supplies by pur-

chasing a carload of rations from the British. He also bought
of them three large tents to be used for the refugee camp.
These supplies were left at Adrianople to be picked up

by the personnel en route to Tyrnovo-Siemen. This station

was not in operation, however, until December 8th, when

the first personnel arrived. On December 15th Major Black

and Mr. Hill revisited the place and made final dispositions

as regards the management of the Bulgarian line of stations.

The Work of the Stations.— In spite of the diffi-

culty of keeping the stations in close touch with each

other and with Kavalla, the telegraph service being ex-

ceedingly slow and uncertain, and although the coordina-

tion was never realized which was to have been secured

through a close supervision by the officers in general

charge, the three stations functioned well. Their success

was chiefly due to the initiative and energy of the three

men in charge of them, Cobb at Xanthi, Barry at Dede-

agatch and Marcus at Tyrnovo-Siemen, and also to the

three nurses. The following account of a day's work, by
Lieutenant Barry, though told of Dedeagatch, is typical

of what was done at all.

The first day of the New Year and a very busy one

for the Red Cross personnel at Dedeagatch. One of the

women from the refugee train that had pulled into the

station late the night before came to our headquarters on

the railroad tracks and said that her little boy had died.

Our nurse in charge went out before breakfast. to inves-

tigate the case and found the child had died of malnutri-

tion. One of the Greek soldiers was therefore detailed to

take the spade that we kept behind the door for that

purpose and bury the body without delay in the little

open plot some distance from the station that formed our
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emergency cemetery. This done, the regular day's work

of feedmg the thousand odd refugees that had piled up
at the station, due to a shortage of railroad engines for

taking the trains over the Badoma hill, began. Tickets

were issued to each car of refugees, "a representative from

each being chosen to secure supplies from our distribut-

ing station. Having more than the usual number and only
one kettle, we had to make two distributions. A large dip-

per of hot rice and bully beef as well as a pound of

Cast-off Garments of 262 Refugees— TjTnovo-Sienicn.

bread was given to each refugee, this amount constituting

a day's ration. The work of feeding kept the personnel

busy all morning, and with the help of our two Greek

soldiers the work was finished by noontime. With the

dispensary, however, this was not the case, as our trained

nurse had many demands made upon her for medical

attention, and the long line of those who were waiting

outside of the little dispensary door did not seem mater-

ially to diminish as the morning wore away. After our

lunch there was plenty of work to do, as we had fortun-

ately received a shipment of clothing the day previously,

and during the afternoon we clothed several hundred
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people — not completely, but as best we could, for our sup-

ply was limited. Even one or two garments make a vast

improvement in the appearance of a people who are

clothed in rags. Dinner was late, as we had some trouble

in getting the fire started, but was preceded by some ex-

citement. One of the Bulgarian trainmen was run over

on the tracks and he was immediately brought into our

headquarters. Hasty examination showed that his leg, arm,

pelvis and ribs Were crushed. Did him up as best we

could, but he died before the Ford ambulance from the

British Base Hospital, located about a mile and a half

away in the town of Dedeagatch, arrived. The officer in

charge of the American Red Cross relief stations in Bul-

garia arrived about eleven o'clock, and on the same train

with him came five hundred loaves of bread from the

bakery at Oxilar, which had to be stored away at once.

After talking over plans for the coming week, the person-

nel retired shortly after midnight».

I The Bulgarian Refugee Camps.— The intervening

period of nine days was spent by Major Black and Mr.

Hill in visiting the principal refugee camps in Bulgaria.

Their journey extended from Varna, on the Black Sea, to

Sophia, and took in practically all the refugee camps in

Bulgaria north of the Sophia and Constantinople railroad.

At Sophia they secured from various sources valuable

information about the distribution of the refugees in the

several camps, supplementing their own observations, and

by focusing the attention of the Allied military officals

upon the special task to which the American Red Cross

was devoting its energies, probably brought about some

improvements in the handling and treatment of the refugees.

But it was clear that the Inter -allied control with its

division of authority was far from efficient, and that the

diplomatic representatives of the Allied states at the capital
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were not taking the initiative for tlie correction of abuses

which were known of all men. It seems strange that in a

situation like this, with helpless people by the thousands

suffering indescribable privations which might easily be

prevented, or at least alleviated, it should remain for a

volunteer organization to intervene for the sake of human-

ity and do the work which rested as their first duty

upon the highly trained and efficient military organizations

which had assumed control of Allied interests in Bulgaria

and were clothed with full authority to act.

At Tyrnovo-Siemen Major Black formally turned over

the command in Bulgaria to Lieutenant Bedell on December

17th, and proceeded with Mr. Hill to Eastern Macedonia,

inspecting on the way the Dedeagatch and Xanthi stations.

At Drama he held a conference with Captain Mclninch,

who received final instructions regarding the coordination

of the Kavalla base with the relief stations.

The chronology of the Bulgarian stations is as follows:

Xanthi; Kstablished NovtJmber I7th; closed January 18th.
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Dedeagatck: Established November 2Hth; suspended; re-

opened December 15th; closed January 2 1st.

Adrianople: Food distribution from December 2nd to De-
cember 7th. No regular station established.

Tyrnovo'Sieineii: Established December Dth; closed January
1 2th.

A Hunt for «r<H>ti(»s» <»ii a Sunny ^rorning
— Xantlii.

Problem of Coininajic?.— Major Walker entered Mac-

edonia as Major Black was leaving it, and for several

weeks (December 20th to January i:Uh) represented there

the authority of the Commission. Indeed, at no time was

the responsibility for our work in this district left wholly
to the captains and lieutenants in the field, although, on

account of the difficulty of inter- station communication,

each officer in charge was obliged to exercise a consid-

erable degree of independence. But such were the ex-

igencies of the work, which from the first to the last was
a continuous series of critical situations, that there was

constant need of the presence of an officer of experience

and high executive ability clothed with the full authority

of the Commission. During the first two months, in which

several members of the st^iff ^x^rcisecl this authority in
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succession, there was inevitably some loss of efficiency
and some confusion, due to the lack of a unified com-

mand. On the other hand, it was a distinct gain that the

Commissioner and three heads of departments gained at

the very beginning a personal familiarity with Eastern

Macedonia and its problems, which were to engross so

largely the attention of the Commission as a whole. The

unity of command, which at a later date was finally

attained by the appointment of Major Oakley, thus rested

upon the solid foundation of an intelligent sympathy on

the part of his colleagues in Athens, who, as directing

heads of the several Departments, were thus able to give

him^ the fullest cooperation.

Supplies and Transportation. Before the mechan-

ism of the Bulgarian stations and the base at Kavalla

could function properly, it was imperative that the question

of supplies and transportation should next receive atten-

tion. We were now wholly committed to a program of

considerable magnitude both in Bulgaria and in the Pan-

gaeon district of Macedonia, and for this the original stock

of supplies assembled at Kavalla was seen to be wholly

inadeqate. There was also an immense amount of distress

and suffering at our very doors and staring us in the

fac in Kavalla itself and in the Drama district, and a

still more serious situation existed in the Serres district,

with which communication by rail would soon be restored.

As the refugees passed through our stations in Bulgaria,

they increased the already large dependent population of

Eastern Macedonia, adding to the distress which was

before this acute in every center of population. We could

not decently evade this greater task, which loomed larger

as the work of repatriation went on. But we were absolutely

lacking in equipment both of supplies and transport. No

supplies whatever were in sight from America. What we
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had would not long hold out even against the compara-

tively light demands of the Bulgarian stations. It was to

this problem that the Commissioner addressed himself

during the return journey to Athens.

My first stop was at Oxilar, the frontier station on the

Greek side of the boundary, where the British army
maintained a large bakery. Colonel Smythe had previously

suggested to me in Kavalla that we might possibly arrange
to deliver flour to the British at Kavalla and draw a

corresponding amount of bread at Oxilar, thus solving

for that item both the problem of transportation and that

of converting into bread our flour, which could not be

distributed uncooked at the stations. By a fortunate coin-

cidence, the British Commander-in-Chief, General Milne,

stopped at Oxilar a few moments after my arrival, and

hearing of my presence invited me to a conference. He

immediately endorsed Colonel Smythe's proposal and gave
the necessary orders. Within a short time, and until our

last Bulgarian station was closed, refugees were fed with

a most excellent bread made of the best Minnesota flour

and cooked at the Oxilar bakery. When I told General

Mihie of our general lack of food supplies, he suggested
that I negotiate with the British Director of Supplies and

Transport at Salonica for such staple foods in the British

warehouse at Kavalla as we most urgently needed and

the army could spare. General Milne showed the greatest

interest in the work of the American Red Cross and both

at this time and a few days later, after he had seen what

we were doing at Xanthi and Dedeagatch, extended us a

most generous support. He also inquired minutely about

the attitude of the Bulgarian officials toward the Greek

refugees and toward us. The effect of his intervention

was immediately apparent.

Arriving at Kavalla on November 25th, I secured from

Colonel Smythe a list of such food -

supplies as he could
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spare, and perfected with him the details of their proposed
transfer to our warehouse, of our repayment in flour of

the bread to be shipped out from Oxilar, and of the

transportation to Drama by British lorries of such sup-

plies as were to be sent into Bulgaria. Nothing could be

finer than the spirit of helpfulness shown by Colonel

Smytho — a spirit which indeed characterized all the British

officers with whom we had dealings in p] astern Macedo-

nia. He not only responded to every suggestion of ours,

personally attending to the execution of the orders he

issued on our behalf, but also voluntarily offered assist-

ance of such a character as we should not have ventured

to suggest. For example, hearing that we had no medical

supplies with which to conduct dispensary work at our

stations, he took me to the British hospital and gave me
a generous share of his scanty stock of drugs — enough to

enable our nurses at the Bulgarian stations to care for

the sick and injured as long as these stations were main-

tained. While at Kavalla I also conferred with Mr. Blegen
about the n^eds of the Pangaeon district, where he had

made one distribution already, and arranged to send him

from Athens such personnel as he required.

Serres.—Tha journey from Kavalla to Salonica was

made in Governor Adossides' car. I was thus able to look

over the situation in Serres, which had not before been

visited by an American Red Cross representative, and to

gain an impression of the extent of the devastation wrought

by the contending armies on the Struma front and of the

wanton destruction due to the Teutonic ruthlessness of

the Bulgarians. But it was unfortunately a long time before

we could extend help to this stricken region.

Purchases from the British Army. — My task in

Salonica was two-fold; (1) to arrange for transport facil-
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ities from Kavalla to the Pangaeon district, and (2) to

secure as mucli food as possible by purchase from the

British. The Greek Commander-in-Chief, General Paraskev-

opoulos, immediately promised the use of the army trans-

port for the Pangaeon service and issued the necessary

orders. My second task also proved very easy. Thanks to

the instructions issued by General Milne, which had pre-

ceded me, and to the readiness of General Long*, the

British D.S.T., to meet our needs, it was soon arranged

that some 250 tons of staple foods were to be transferred

in Kavalla from the British warehouses to our own. I

imagined at the time that this stock would enable us to

carry on until supplies should begin to arrive from America.

T had not been long back in Athens, however, before the

reports which came from Kavalla made it clear that our

food consumption would greatly exceed the first estimates^

especially when the stations in Bulgaria should be closed

and our attention transferred to the destitute civilian pop-

pulation of Eastern Macedonia. Furthermore, the prospect

of supplies from America was as indefinite as ever. New
estimates were accordingly prepared and inquiries tele-

graphed to the British D. S. T. at Salonica. The reply was

favorable, but the amount asked for and secured was

still considerably short of our prospective needs. We also

learned that the British army would soon evacuate its

base at Kavalla. A list of the surplus supplies which would

be available for purchase there was secured. We should

soon be thrown upon our own resources at Kavalla, where

we had hitherto had the immensely valuable support of

Colonel Smythe and his shipping and transport service.

The time had come for decisive and comprehensive meas-

ures if our work in Eastern Macedonia was not to col-

lapse before it had fairly gotten under way. Major Walker
was therefore dispatched to Salonica on December 20th.

He was given a free hand to buy all the supplies at
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Kavalla which the British would sell, and also, if possible,

to make considerable additional purchases at Salonica and

arrange for their transportation to our base. He was then

to proceed to Kavalla and straighten out the organization,

which showed signs of breaking down.

Through the efforts of Major Walker very considerable

additions were made to our rapidly diminishing stores.

The earlier orders were almost doubled. Altogether our

purchases of staple foods from the British amounted to

1113 tons, not to speak of the rations which we secured

for the feeding of the refugees at our railroad stations,

which amounted to 21,000 all told. In addition we secured

certain miscellaneous commodities from the British salvage
at Kavalla and thus found ourselves in possession of

personnel supplies, which, though ill assorted, proved in-

valuable. We were now in a position to plan our work

on a scale somewhat commensurate with the acuteness of

the need and the traditions of the American Red Cross,

instead of being obliged to limit ourselves in the most

humiliating manner, as we had hitherto done.

Major Oakley in Command, — From that moment
the work of the American Red Cross in Eastern Macedonia

began to assume the proportions of a first-rate under-

taking, and before the end of December the necessity

became increasingly apparent that a first-rate organization

must be in the field to put it through. Each of the superior

officers who had visited that country had on returning to

Athens emphasized this necessity and had recommended

that a Deputy Commissioner should be sent out and put

in supreme command at the earliest possible moment.

Fortunately the man was at length available who possessed

the combination of qualities needed to mold into a compact

organization the disparate elements of which our field

forces consisted, and must of necessity consist, to inspire
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each person with the spirit of loyaltj^ to himself and to

the great work to which we were committed, and to

conceive and, with this organization, to execute a compre-
hensive program covering the whole of Eastern Macedonia

and every form of relief which the situation demanded.

Major Oakley did not underestimate the magnitude of

his responsibility, but he had great faith in human nature

and believed that the American men and women who
constituted his little company of co-workers, though un-

trained to the kind of work which they should be required

to do - indeed, in almost every instance they were trained

and selected for a wholly different work— would respond
to the call of the splendid opportunity of rendering a

unique service to humanity. Major Oakley's administration

of his temporary kingdom of Eastern Macedonia must, in

the conditions which confronted him in the early weeks

of January, be reckoned a miracle— a miracle wrought by
faith. His colleagues in Athens, when they sent him forth

to his task, also had faith, in spite of the ominous signs

of trouble ahead.

The Bulgarian stations, their work finished, were closed

one after the other and new stations set up in Eastern

Macedonia. The workers who proved unworthy or unfit

(and unfortunately there were both) were recalled and

new workers sent out in their places. The problem of

supplies was transferred to Athens and formed the chief

preoccupation of the Commission throughout Major Oakley's

administration, and also through that of his successor. The

problem of transportation was never satisfactorily solved,

although the Greek army rendered every assistance in its

power when the British moved out and our field of opera-

tion expanded to include Drama and Serres. Acting on the

suggestion of Earl Granville, the British Minister at Athens,

I endeavored to buy a number of lorries from the British

Army at Salonica. But the negotiations took time, and
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when at last an offer was made our work in Eastern

Macedonia was almost finished, and no purchase was made.

Crisis succeeded crisis, hut each was somehow surmounted.

Major Dewing.—-The greatest crisis of all was when

Major Oakley was obliged to relinquish his command on

account of urgent obligations at home; but the Commis-

sion sacrificed its Secretary and sent out Major Dewing-

in his stead; and Major Dewing proved to be the man
for the task, now rendered doubly difficult by reason of

the affectionate devotion with which the Macedonian unit

regarded their first leader.

Conclusion. —And so the work of the American Red
Cross on the northern frontier of the present Kingdom of

<Treece passed through its various stages and after seven

months was brought to a successful conclusion. I have

endeavored in the preceding sketch to tell the story of

its beginnings, which were based chiefly upon hope and

the ardent desire to assist, at the moment of their greatest

affliction, a people who had suffered the horrors of war
as few communities of Europe had suffered. Just what the

Bulgarian stations accompHshed is shown in the Statistical

Summary at the end of this report. The other two stages
are best described by the two officers who carried succes-

sively the heavy and harassing burden of administration,

Major Oakley 'and Major Dewing.



II. THE PERIOD OF FULL ACTIVITY

March 2S, 1919.

From: Major Horace S. Oakley.

To: Lieutenanf-Colo77cl Ed teard, Capps.

Subject. «And a vision appeared to Pan I in lite nicfhi:

There stood a man of Macedonia, and prayed
Irim, say hi (f, Come into Macedonia, and help ns .

Acts 16:9.

The armistice between the Allies and Bulgaria was

signed on the evening of September 29, and went into

effect at noon, September ?}(). The provisions of the armi-

stice are not easily accessible. From the published synopsis
it appears that Bulgaria agreed to evacuate all the territor}^

she then occupied in Greece and in Serbia, and to permit
the return to their homes of all Greeks who had been

deported and were then held in restraint in Bulgaria.

The Field of Operations.— The part of Greece held

on September 21) by the Bulgars is roughly that part of

Macedonia east of a line beginning on the coast of the

Aegean Sea near Orfano, and extending thence north-

westerly up the valley of the Struma, skirting the city of

Serres, to the mountains forming the southern boundary
of Bulgaria. This is the territory in which the Macedonian

activities of the Red Cross have been chiefly carried on and

with which this report is concerned. It is bounded on the
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north by the Kara Dagh Mountains, on the east by the

Mesta (Greek «Nestos») River, on the south by the Aegean
Sea, and on the west by the Hue above described marking
the Bulgarian position on September 29.

In the center is the great Macedonian Plain, at the

eastern end of which are the ruins of the city of Philippi.

This plain is bounded on all sides by mountains. On the

slopes of the range to the north are the important cities

of Drama and Serres. The mountains to the south of the

plain rise to a height of 1,500 feet and then pitch abruptly

down to the sea-coast, where the most important port of

entry is the city of Kavalla, situate on a rocky peninsula

and dominated by the ruins of an old Venetian fort.

Lines of C0222222 iziiicatiOii. — Transport, particularly

during the period of our activities, has been very difficult.

Drama and Serres are on the line of the railroad from

Salonica to Constantinople, but until the end of January
traffic on this line was cut off from the west at the city

of Serres, because the bridges were out over the Struma.

A motor road suitable for ordinary travel leads from

Kavalla to Drama, but the motor transport service from

Kavalla to Drama, conducted in heavy American trucks

by the British and the Greeks, broke this road down and

made it, particularly after rains, almost impassable. There

is a road from Drama to Serres which in summer is

passable for motor cars. In winter, however, this road is

a morass. The British have built a military road from

Serres to Salonica, and over this road traveled most of

the personnel entering Eastern Macedonia by land.

Kavalla is not a harbor. It is a roadstead protected

from the south by the island of Thasos. It affords good

anchorage for the coastwise steamers and has a fairly

regular service with Salonica and with the Piraeus. Back

from the sea-coast is a mountainous district known in
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paragraph of this report is devoted.

Physical Characteristics.— nie Struma Valley, which

opposite Serres is about twenty miles wide and was the

scene of much bitter fighting, is low, swampy and malarial.

The large body of water known as Tahinos (Greek Tctxivo^)

Lake is but a widening of the Struma River; it here

receives from the east the waters of the Anghista River,

which drains the swampy plain opposite the ruins of

Philippi. The Anghista is doubtless the river in which

Paul baptized Lydia. None of these rivers is navigated.
The land is very fertile, and the tobacco here produced
is the most important product of the region and the best

grown in Greece.

Population. — \i has been impossible to ascertain ac-

curately the population of the cities and tlie countryside

Macedonian Yonths, Vissitchani.

of Eastern Macedonia when Bulgaria entered the war and

occupied this territory. Thus, the city of Serres is shown

by the official denombrement of 1913 to have had 18,668

inhabitants; in the Carnegie Foundation Report on the
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Balkan Atrocities, Serres is referred to as a city of 30,00();

while the most intelligent of the citizens assure me that

there were 45,(XK) people living in Serres when the Bulgars
entered the war. Similarly Doxato according to the denom-
brement had 1,127 inhabitants in 1913 and according to

the Carnegie report 2,700. I am assured by men of long
residence in those cities that Drama and Kavalla, shown

by the denombrement to have had 12,903 and 23,378 inhab-

itants, respectively, actually numbered 25,000 and 40,0(X)

in 1914—1915. It is probable that the official figures given

by the denombrement should be doubled.

Ethnology and Religion.—My observation coincides

with that of Dr. Schurman (The Balkan Wars, p. .SH): <In

Southern Macedonia from the Thessalian frontier as far

north as the parallel of Salonica, the population is almost

exclusively Greek, as is also the whole of the Chalcidician

Peninsula, while further east the coast region between the

Struma and the Mesta is also predominately Greek. Eastern

Macedonia to the north of the line of Serres and Drama
and south of the Kingdom of Bulgaria is generally Bul-

garian ». A purely ethnological classification, however, is

not possible without elaborate investigation. There were

Greeks in Eastern Macedonia who spoke only Bulgarian,

just as there were Bulgarians who spoke only Greek.

Religious affiliations add to the perplexities. The relief

work brought the Red Cross into contact with

Greeks: Jews: Slavs: Gypsies

Patriarchists Orthodox Exarchists Vlachs

Mohammedans Deunme Patriarchists Albanians

Catholics

The Greeks, both because they were more numerous

and because they were the ruling race, magnified the
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sufferings and needs of the Greeks and minimized those

of the Turks. They informed us that, when the Bulgars

occupied the territory, the Turks denied that they were

Greeks, but, when it was suggested that they join the army
of the Grande Porte, they denied that they were Turks.

Both in Kavalla and in Serres it was found advisable,

before bread tickets were issued, to meet with represen-
tatives of the Bishop, the Mufti and the Rabbi; to explain

that the Red Cross was as broad as humanity, and to

request them to apportion Red Cross relief among the

t y^ ^ft\

Vlach Youths in Holiday Costume.

poor of the three religions. At Kavalla the apportionment
was upon this basis: Jews 500, Mohammedans 1,500, Patri-

archists 2,500. It must be admitted, however, that while

the proportions of the Jews and Mohammedans were not

increased, the number of rations given out to the Greeks

was enlarged from 2,500 to 4,500 by action of the municipal

authorities. A similar plan was adopted at Serres, where

the Greek lists, until we required them to be revised,

contained no Jewish names.

At Drama the question did not arise. We adopted the

lists without question, for the Prefect, Ali Bey Zaib Zade,
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although a Cretan and, I am told, a kinsman of Venizelos,

is a Mohammedan. The Gypsies were the least attractive

of the races whom we helped.

Of the Vlachs too much praise cannot be spoken. They
were uniformly prompt, trustworthy and appreciative. So

far as could be ascertained, there was no Koutzo-Vlach

propaganda active among them. They were given charge
of a large part of Red Cross transportation and accounted

faithfully for everything delivered to them.

Climate. — Oi the climate one cannot speak with con-

viction. It is said that the climate of Macedonia is severe,

and we found it so. Some days our workers, in carrying
their relief to distant villages, rode through six inches of

snow and, a fortnight later, through fathomless mud. The

rains were frequent and heavy and the fogs that filled

the intervals between rain-storms penetrated our very
bones. Riding the mountain trails, swimming their horses

across rivers, plodding through mud and slush, our men
and women pursued their tasks with even minds, oblivious

to the discomfort. Even more taxing was the filth and

stench of the cities. The main street in Pravi and the

highway from the railway station in Drama to the public

square surpass in offensiveness anything I have ever seen.

There was no heat. Except in Kavalla, where our house

was provided with porcelain stoves, and except for such

heat as we could obtain from kerosene stoves, we shivered

even in our heaviest clothing. There was little wood, par-

ticularly in January and February, for the Bulgars had

cut down most of the trees. For a time at Kavalla we
burned lignite, mined on Pangaeon and shipped to us by
our own Red Cross men. Then, too, there were no stoves.

The Bulgars had swept the countryside bare. It was not

merely pillage; it was a premeditated attempt to make the

land uninhabitable, notwithstanding the claim that the
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of Simeon, had continuously constituted a part of Bulgaria.
With wonderful water supplies, the water of Drama,

of Serres (famous for its fountains) and of Kavalla was

not safe to drink until it was boiled.

Such, then, is the territory of Eastern Macedonia, which

has been the scene of the most important activities of the

American Red Cross Commission to Greece.

Number of Refugees. — The number of refugees,

originally thought to be about 300,000, probably did not

exceed 200,000. I think this last number is approximately
correct. The number of those who died in Bulgaria may
be fixed at one -third of the total number deported. But

whole families were blotted out, and, as elsewhere stated

in this report, many of those who came back are so broken

with privation and enforced labor that they can never

return to the normal conditions and occupations of life.

I' The Two Stages of Work.— In aid of this region
there were two distinct tasks for the American Red Cross.

The first commenced for us about the middle of November
and continued until the middle of January. This was the

repatriation of the deported Greeks, who were returning
in great numbers. To meet the demands of the situation,

stations ^were established in Bulgaria toward the end of

November and in the first part of December (*).

I It was the duty of these stations to meet the trains

of refugees as they passed through from Bulgaria on their

way to Macedonia and to give them every possible relief

iin the brief time that the train stopped at the station.

By the first of January the bulk of these refugees had

already passed out of Bulgaria and into Macedonia,

(') For an account of this peno4 ^ee above^ pp, I ff,
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Obviously, then, the second task of the American Red
Red Cross began -to help reestablish these refugees in

their devastated homes.

The Devastation.— li must be borne in mind that the

land to which they returned, both cities and countryside, had
been systematically devastated. Some of the cities had never

A Vlach Woman.

recovered from the effects of the Balkan wars of 11H2 and

IDlo. Two -thirds of the city of Serres - and that two -thirds

the best built part of the city
— had been destroyed and had

never been rebuilt. From many of the remaining buildings

all the sash and doors and all the wood that could easily

be detached had been removed and, with the trees, scarcely

one of which remained standing, had been employed to

build Bulgarian dug-outs, had been used as fire-wood, or

had been carried into Bulgaria. We tried to procure a

stove with which to heat our rooms, but were told that
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thero was not one stove for sale in the city. It is not a

figure of speech - it is a literal fact— that in large areas

there was no household furniture or utensils, no agricul-

tural implements, no seed, and no draft or domestic animals.

Many of the villages had been completely destroyed; in

these there was not one house left habitable. In some of

the villages, particularly those inhabited by the Turks,

the pillage had been less complete, but all had suffered

seriously.

The Need of Relief.—And to this desolation the refu-

gees, broken with starvation and enforced labor, were

returning to pick up the thread of normal life. It was

clear that the hungry must be fed, the naked clothed and

the sick ministered unto. Accordingly, four distinct activi-

ties were inaugurated and administered in varying ways
in the different communities. These four are the following:

First: The distribution of bread.

Second: The organization and operation of workshops
for the manufacture of clothing.

Third: The distribution of clothing, both that manu-

factured in the workshops and that shipped
from America and from Athens.

Fourth: The organization and operation of free dispen-

saries, including house-to-house visitation by
our nurses and the distribution of special food

to babies and invalids.

To this date, apart from the aid which has been given
to Greek charitable and philanthropic organizations, these

are the only activities for which the Red Cross is respon-

sible in Eastern Macedonia. And of these the distribution

of food was the mQst important, Before any account is
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undertaken of this activity, a few words of explanation

may be of value.

In the cities and along the currents of travel two dis-

tinct classes of people needing relief were encountered.

They were these: First, the residents of the localities,

comprising those who had never left the country, those

who had returned from Bulgaria, and those who had fled

to other parts of Greece and had come back after the

armistice. The second class was the transient refugee on

A TtMiiporary Distrilnitiii^ Station.

his way to his own home and pausing in transit only

long enough to obtain food and the means of continuing

his journey. The first was a continually increasing number;
the second varied from day to day.

Flour and Bread,—The prevailing unit for measuring
food in Macedonia is the oke, which equals 2.82 pounds,

and the unit of the weekly ration is one and one -half

okes. It was the intention to give to each person one and

one-half okes of food -stuff each week. All the cities in

Eastern Macedonia had get up municipal kitchojus and
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were serving their people with soup, but in quantity and

(juaUty it was insufficient to support Hfe. It had to be

supplemented by staple foods. The Greek can live on

bread alone. It is his normal food and accordingly, so far

as i)ossible, it was our aim to supplement the soup ration

by a bread ration. Therefore, in each of the cities of

Serres, Kavalla and Drama, contracts were made with

local bakers by which they agreed to deliver us a certain

number of one-oke loaves of bread in exchange for a

certain number of okes of flour. The bakers, under this

agreement, were to supply the fuel, the yeast, the salt

and the labor.

All flour has not the same food value and will not,

bulk for bulk, make the same amount of bread. No author-

ities were accessible. We therefore adopted the standards

of the British Army and, on the theory that one hundred

pounds of the best wheat flour would make one hundred

and forty-three one-pound loaves of bread, we were content

to make contracts with bakers for the delivery to us (at

different times and at different places) of from one hundred

and twenty -eight to one hundred and thirty -five one-oke

loaves of bread for one hundred okes of flour. A daily

distribution of one -fourth of a loaf of bread, therefore,

substantially met the unit of distribution which wo estab-

lished.

This curious paradox immediately presented itself: The

Greek Government supplied flour to the bakers to be

made into bread, which was sold at an established price,

but the flour which the Government furnished was rarely

more than seventy j^ercent wheat. It happened, therefore,

that the wealthiest merchant could not buy bread of the

same quality as the Red Cross was distributing to the

poorest refugee. This condition induced many persons of

means to enter the bread line. They preferred the white

bread we distributed to the browu bread they could buy
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The Bread Lines. — In all the cities we adopted, in

the first instance, the lists furnished by the municipal

authorities. There was no time to make an intelligent

investigation. No doubt these lists were padded with

favoritism and fraud, but it was deemed better to give

too much than too little. At Kavalla, where it was thought
that the bread distribution should not exceed (iOOO rations

Broad I^iiio at Drama.

per diem, the municipal lists at one time exceeded IMXK).

As we were then running an independent line, although
we were honoring the tickets issued by the municipality,

we issued our own tickets and reduced the rations to ap-

proximately 7,000. But with all our care we were occas-

ionally imposed upon. At Serres the municipal list was

adopted, but from time to time prominent citizens were

asked to inspect the bread line and to indicate those

persons who were not necessitous, ^uch persons thereupon



were deprived of their tickets and the bread Une in the

future correspondingly reduced.

I give here samples of the bread tickets finally adopted
and found most convenient. The figures in the outer margin
indicate the day of the month and were punched on the

date of presentation. On the face of the ticket appears

the number of rations to which the holder was entitled

for himself and his family. To a refugee just returned,

whose status could not be immediately investigated, a

ticket good for ten days was issued. To others claiming

to be out of employment a ticket good for seven days
was issued.

OIKONOMIKON ITEIITION
KABAAAAl

'Ovof.1.

MEPIAEZ

'Ev Ka^dkkn xfj I'Jl

1 2 IJ

9 10 11 1

17 18 19 2

25 26
I

2 7 2

To jiaQov dekriov sxrog rov dixaiovyov

sav jiagovoiaoOi] vjio alXov Oa xa~

zdoxtji^ai.

1
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ticket or by the cancellation of rations for the two days
next ensuing. These bread tickets, such was the price of

'paper. in Kavalla, cost over a cent apiece.

Village Distribution,— lime, beans, lentils and dried

fruit were foods that could be distributed in the coun-

tryside, and, inasmuch as flour was often lacking, we

aimed to distribute in the villages a mixed ration of these

staples, aggregating in weight one and one-half okes each

week. Other staples, such as bully -beef, hard tack and

oil, wiere acceptable substitutes and were given out when
we had them. Milk was seldom given out except as food

for children and invalids. It was rarely given out in the

bread line, but in most instances at the dispensaries.

The Ouvroirs.—The workshop served the double pur-

pose of manufacturing clothing particularly adapted to the

needs of the community and of supplying labor to needy
women. The entire organization and management of our

workshops has been under the control of Miss Edith Glenn.

Two plans of administration have been adopted, the daily

wage and piece rates.

There has been no substantial difference in the average

earnings under the two systems, although there have been

marked differences in the earnings of individuals. The

daily wage was five drachmae. The piece rate return will

slightly exceed that sum-.

Some of our clothing was manufactured in the workshop
in Athens and some was sent direct to Greece from the

United States. One experiment is worthy of noter- The

cutters in the workshop found it difficult to design clothing

for Turkish women and, accordingly, to the Turks cloth

was given out to be manufactured as they saw fit. Tlie

unit fixed was five yards,



The Dispensaries. -The free dispensaries were usu-

ally installed in a small room in one of our warehouses.

They were equipped with a bed, a table and a chair, and

such slender medical supplies as were available. All the

personnel helped. The men made the shelves, tacked up

Dispensary at Kavalla.

the curtains and whitewashed the walls, and at night after

dinner we all sat about the dining room table folding-

quinine powders. The most pathetic thing that I have seen

in Greece has been the pride displayed by our nurses in

the shabby little rooms with their jars of bandages and

cotton, their one bottle of castor oil and their pocketful

of medicines.
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Each dispensary had a plentiful supply of rice, milk,

dried fruit and soap. The sick baby or the ailing child

was very often handed over by the nurse to an assistant

to be taken to the workshop and clothed. The house-to-

house visitation revealed necessitous cases, and to them

the nurses issued orders for beds, for mattresses or for

blankets, as the case required, and these were filled on

presentation at the warehouse.

' Greek Institutions.—Our nurses kept us in constant

touch with local hospitals and orphanages and, on their

I'ecommendation, supplies were furnished to such institu-

tions. Except in two cases, I believe no strictly religious

institutions either applied for or received help. On the

slopes of Pangaeon is a monastery known as Eikosiphoi-

nisses, and to its monks were sent blankets. In the city

of Kavalla is a Mohammedan institution for the education

of priests, and the Mufti of Kavalhi, Mehmet Sadik, aj)-

plied for bread for eighty -one students. As this institution

had an ample income, and as the students were not actual

residents of the school, the allowance was made for only
twelve inmates.

Kavalla. — This was the first city visited in Eastern

Macedonia to become a base for Red Cross operations in

that territory. Hither on November 12, 1918, came the first

installment of Red Cross workers, headed by Colonel Capps.

Bridges were out and there was no rail communication

between Eastern Macedonia and Salonica, which was the

logical port of entry. It was therefore necessary to select

another base, and, although Kavalla is a roadstead and

not a harbor, it was chosen and a base established there.

It was furnished with food supplies brought from Salonica

on November i2th and clothing shipped from Mitylene on

November 20th.
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No local activities, however, were started until Christ-

mas Day, 1918, when a distribution was had for the benefit

of the children. But the need for general work in the

community was obvious and the distribution of food was

begun January 7, 1919, and continued with only one brief

interruption until March 23, 1919. For the most part the

food distributed was bread, but occasionally, owing to

shortage of flour, the daily ration was rice, beans, lentils

Bread Line Jit Kavalla.

or dried fruit. Up to the date of writing over half a

million rations have been given out in this station. The

largest number of any one day was 8,400.

Our first warehouse in Kavalla was a small tobacco

warehouse on the water front. To this was added later a

commodious building situated some blocks from the water

front and known by us as the « Upper Warehouse*. Finally,

after January 14th, as our supplies and activities increased,

the first warehouse was abandoned and a battery of

four «magazines», admirably situated on the water front,
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constituted our main wareliouse accommodations. They are

four stories in height and meet our requirements in every
detail. The « Upper Warehouse > contains the dispensary^

and here the bread line is served and clothing- distributed,

toi^ether with special foods for children and invalids i>iv(Mi

out from the dispensary.

The workshop, which employs forty -five women, was

installed in December in a loft on the main business

street, where it continued until March
''^, when it was

Oiii' Warelioiiso at Kavalla.

removed to on(* of the four mai>azines in the lower ware-

house. The dispensary is located in a little room in the

ui)per warehouse and is open daily, Sundays excepted,
from two to four in the afternoon. The number of people
it takes care of varies from day to day, but a fair avera.i»e

would be forty -five.

To the northeast of Kavalla is a group of Turkish

villages. They were not seriously dealt with by the l^ulgars

and did not need continuous aid. On several occasit)ns our

attention was called to some pressing want and oneshii)ment
of food was sent to them.
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Serres—the City. — The relief in Serres was begun

shortly prior to January 1, 1919. The railroad was not

then in operation between Serres and Salonica and the

transport was by motor over the admirable military 'road

(96 kilometers in length) between these cities. Serres was,

v-^:^T

The Mosque which Swerved as the First Red ('ross

Distribiitins: Station in Senses.

therefore, the last important city on the road from the

frontier to Salonica and, as the then terminus of the road,

it was a most important refugee station. This station was

established by Lieutenant R. W. Adams, who remained in

charge throughout the period of active distribution.

From the date of the opening of Red Oross activities

4
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there down to Januai^y 21, 1919, the work at Serres was

solely the feeding of refugees. A kitchen was established

in a dismantled mosque and here twice each day rations

of soup, rice, beans and similar food -stuffs were issued

to refugees numbering about 2,300. On January 21, the

kitchen at the mosque was closed down and* our station

was transferred to the municipal soup kitchen (which took

over the refugees also), and thereupon, on January 23,

the Red Cross undertook to supply bread both to refugees

and to the needy poor of the city. This task it continued,

without interruption, till our activities here were closed out

on March 19, 1919. The number of rations varied with the

number of refugees. The largest number given out in any
one day was 9,726 (February 19) and the smallest (January

23) was 3,132. The average number of daily rations was 6,937.

A workshop for the manufacture of clothing was or-

ganized January 25 and has given employment to some

25 or more women.

By the first of February enough clothing had been

shipped thither to justify a first-aid distribution of clothing

and 8,444 persons were given clothing in the fortnight next

thereafter. In all over 30,000 garments were thus distributed.

We found an orphanage admirably operated, a free

dispensary well organized, and a good civil, as well as a

good military, hospital. It was decided, after careful con-

sideration, that it would not be wise to duplicate any work

that was being well done by the local authorities and,

accordingly, we decided to withdraw our nurses and con-

tent ourselves with supplementing the medicines of the

dispensary and the hospital supplies of the civil hospital

by donations from our stores. This was accordingly done

from January 27 on.

Tributary Villages.—The congregating of refugees in

the cities was recognized as unwise; the sooner the agri-
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cultural refugees returned to their villages and picked up
the thread of their interrupted life, the sooner productive
activities would begin. But the conditions of life in the

dead of winter, in villages in which most of the houses

had been destroyed and few places of habitation remained

Bread Line at Serres.

except Bulgar dug-outs, were not alluring. It seemed im-

perative that there should be established a system of

suburban relief among the villages tributary to cities in

which we were operating; and accordingly it was decided

to carry food and clothing to the villages about Serres.

Lieutenant A. J. Cobb was placed in charge of this work,

and was succeeded by Miss Florence A. Stone, who carried

it on until she was stricken with the typhus. Three local
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villages were chosen: Topoliani, Neochori and Prosnik, and

thither food and clothmg were sent each week for distri-

bution to the inhabitants of those villages and also to the

inhabitants of the designated neighboring villages. (*)

The Topoliani group comprised six villages, of which

the most distant was six kilometers away; the Neochori

group comprised four villages, of which one was nine

kilometers distant; and the third group comprised nine

villages, one of which was twelve kilometers distant. About

r),000 souls were thus clothed and fed.

The urgent necessity for immediate action made impos-
sible the preparation of lists and the distribution to the

individual of his ration of food and his allotment of

clothing. Instead, a rough-and-ready method, which re-

cognized the family as the unit and invoked the aid of

the people themselves, was employed. The day and place

of distribution were announced, and on that day the sup-

plies accorded to each village were turned over to an

individual or group of individuals representing that village,

usually the mayor or the most distinguished citizen. The

division of the supplies was made at once by the villagers

themselves. Every family had its representative on the

spot and received in public its share. Individual preferences

were thus gratified and the delivery into the hands of

the refugee of the supplies intended for him was made
under the eyes of Red Cross officers.

In other districts, such as the villages tributary to

Drama and throughout the Pangaeon, another method was

adopted. Although not applicable to the case in hand, it may

(*) It shoukl be observed that there is a distinct difference in method

between the feeding of the (;ities and tlie feeding of the villages. In the

city each needy person (or someone for him) goes daily to the distrib-

uting station and receives his. ration. In the country each needy person

(or someone for him) receives once each week se've?i rations, or enough
to keep him until the next distributing day.
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assist in a general understanding of the matter if I pause

to explain it. In this alternative method the individuals

were all listed by name and marshalled by families. In

each case the age of each individual was given. Thereupon

i^an estimate was made of the suppHes needed and a record

; was kept of the supplies distributed to or for the benefit
'

of each person and of the date of distribution. This last

method is the more satisfactory to officers of the Red

Gathering- tht^ Crumbs: at a Mliiige Distributicm.

Cross and was adopted wherever possible; but, as the

lists were written in Greek, and to determine the sex of

the person listed a knowledge of Greek, Turkish and

Hebrew was necessary, to employ it would, in the case

of Serres, have involved disastrous delay.

An illustration of the modus operandi of this alternative

system may be illuminating. The town of Chataldja, let

us say, has been canvassed and a list prepared containing

the nstme§ and ages of 1,0()() needy persons, arranged by
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families. When this is analyzed, it is found that 400 of

these are males and 600 females; that of the males 100

are adults, 20 are under the age of two years, 30 are of

the age of two to four years, and so on until all the

individuals on the list have been classified. The distributor

then prepares one hundred parcels of clothing for men,

twenty parcels for boys of two years, thirty parcels for

boys of four years, and so on to eighteen years, after

which all are classified as adults. Each parcel contains,

if the supplies justify it, one suit of clothing, a shirt,

undershirt, drawers and stockings, in the case of boys,

and a dress, a petticoat, underclothing and stockings in

the case of a girl, perhaps an average of five garments.

On the appointed day the distributor, calling before hiin

the head of the family, gives him as many parcels of

clothing as there are members of his family, selecting

parcels appropriate to each as disclosed by the list. Thus

one single distribution suffices completely to clothe one

whole village. At the same time, to each head of a family

rations are issued for each member thereof.

Several times it was possible for a nurse to go with

the officer in charge of clothing and food distribution,

but, as Neochori could be reached only by mule pack, the

traveling dispensary service was fragmentary. A fact

deemed significant and justifying the theory upon which

the plan of carrying relief to the countryside is that, from

the beginning of the work, the increase in refugees return-

ing to the villages was about 5 percent each week.

The total number of garments issued to March 1 was

3,422 and, in the same period, the total number fed

was 5,632.

About March 1, lists of additional villages were fur-

nished us by the nomarch and we were preparing to

enlarge the work. The unfortunate illness of Miss Stone

and the order of our medical advisers to close down the
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workroom have temporarily checked our activities, which,

however, are soon to be resumed by Captain Dewing.

Drama — the City. — That the establishment of the

relief station in all its activities at Drama was accomp-
lished promptly and easily is due to the intelligent and

sympathetic action of a committee of citizens, cooperating

with the civil authorities. This station was organized and

Bread Line at Drama.

conducted until March 20th by Mr. C. W. Blegen, who was

succeeded by Captain R. M. Gray. Lieutenant Edward
Walker was originally sent out to organize this station,

but, being ill, he returned after a few days and was sent

to Athens. His ailment proved to be typhus, from which

disease he died on March 8.

For some weeks prior to February 21, 1919, the Greek

Red Cross had been distributing clothing and assisting in

the military hospital in Drama; accordingly, it seemed wise
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to refrain from all work in that city and in the adjacent

territory, lest we should duplicate its work. But in January
the Greek organization retired permanently from Drama
and we were invited to go there.

We decided to begin all branches of work simultan-

eously, and, on the ^Ist of February, 11)19. we commenced
the distribution of bread in connection with a municipal

soup kitchen. The site was admirable. On a main street

stood an old mosque opening on a small piazza. Its cov-

ered porch gave ample facilities for giving out soup and

distributing bread, protecting the food and the person-
nel from the weather, and permitting two lines to be

served at the same time. In the rear of the mosque was
an open field in which the lines could be formed. Four

thousand rations were here given out in tAVO hours— a

notable performance. The entire service of food, both soup
and bread, was conducted by a group of citizens, at least

six of whom were in daily attendance; two (usually men)
examined the tickets, two served the soup and two the

bread. Their attitude toward their work, as well as the

conduct of the persons who received the food, was admir-

able. The. work began February 21 and closed down (so far

as the Red Cross was concerned) March 22. When the

invitation to go to Drama was accepted by the Red Cross,

it was expressly stipulated that no commitment was made
for more than the period of thirty days. The first day
the rations served numbered less than 4,000; the last day

they exceeded 8,000.

Across the street there were housed in one building

on the first and second floors the supplies, the free dis-

pensary and a sorting room for clothing; on the third

floor and in the light and well-ventilated attic, the workshop,
where some 25 or more women worked daily.

As in Kavalla, the dispensary was open only in the

afternoon. Fart of *the time a Gr^^k- speaking physician
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and a pharmacist, furnished by the civil authorities, were

in attendance. To the Greek doctor tlie skill and knowledge
of the American Red Cross nurses was a revelation. Our

dispensary was but fairly begun when the illness of Miss

Blakeslee, who contracted typhus, claimed the services of

Nurses Hartz and Martin. Later it was continued under

the administration of Nurse Kouroyen, who is treating a

score of cases daily. The number is constantly increasing

and, as Drama has at the moment no civil hospital, the

proportions to which it may grow in that stricken com-

munity bulk large.

Drama — the Villages. — The villages tributary to

Drama have been visited and full lists have been made of

MacediHiian Widows. Prositchani.

those in need of our assistance. Mr. C. W. Blegen has been

in charge of this work. They number eleven. Four smaller

towns may later be added. On March 13, Doxato and, on

March 18, Chataldja were fed and completely clothed. The

feeding and clothing of the villagers is to-day the most

important relief work in which we are engaged, because

they have no other resource
;
if we fail them, they go hungry.
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The Pangaeon. — This term has come to mean, with

the Macedonian unit, the detached mountain and its ap-

proaches lying between Pravi and Orphano and distant

five miles or more from the seacoast, which it parallels.

The mountain rises directly from the low-lying Macedonian

plain to a height of 6,000 feet. I have come to believe it

is the most beautiful nountain in Greece. On all its lower

slopes is rich arable land peculiarly adapted to the growth
of tobacco; the best leaf in Greece is grown here, and so

valuable are the fields for tobacco culture that very little

else is cultivated.

The work of relief, admirably begun by Mr. C.W.Blegen,
of the American Red Gross, and Mr. Leroy Steele, of the

Gary Tobacco Company, in November, 1918, was carried

forward, with such scanty supplies as were available, until

January, when more abundant supplies enabled us greatly

to increase the volume of the work. Today the Red Cross

is clothing and feeding in the Pangaeon more than 21,000

persons. It is wholly within the facts as I know them, and

as they are recognized by the most intelligent men and

women in Macedonia, that, without our help, the inhabitants

of the Pangaeon would have starved.

To the citfes, particularly those on the railways and

on the seacoast, relief from Old Greece came promptly
and generously, but the blockade had so depleted her

supplies that Old Greece could barely feed herself and

spare a pittance to her provinces. But to relieve the

countryside where there was neither food nor transport,

where village after village had been wholly destroyed,

required Substantial supplies from without and a well-

organized system of administration. And this we attempted

to supply. No part of our work has been more gratifying.

After the work in this district had been organized in its

general lines by Mr. Blegen, the direction was entrusted

to Lieutenant G. C. Barry, who has established the three
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distributing stations and extended the relief to many

outlying villages. (*)

In reorganizing the relief for Pangaeon we were much

aided by the advice of Major- General Constantine Nider,

Commander of the First Army Corps. He had ridden and

fought over the whole countryside and knew the trails

and mountain paths as we could not. The territory to be

served was oblong, twenty miles in length from east to

Transportation by Pack; on the Pangaeon Trail.

west by 'twelve miles in width from north to south. Three

stations were established and are now functioning.

At Pravi, a village on the eastern slope and easily

accessible from Kavalla by a good motor road, a group
of fifteen villages are fed and clothed. Here is established

a free dispensary, in which the incredible number of 178

persons in one day have been examined and treated by
Nurse Maria Zacca. A small workshop supplements the

(*) Lieutenant Barry has made a full report of the work done in the

Pangaeon district. This report has been printed separately.
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clothing that is sent hither from Kavalla. And the vigorous
action of the Red Cross has completely reorganized the

local orphanage, i3rocuring its removal to sanitary (juarters

and supplying it with beds, blankets, food and medicines.

The center of distribution on the north side of the

mountain is Rodolivos, where seventeen villages are served.

Here, too, eight hours by mule from Pravi, its nearest

base, and accessible only by mountain trail, is located

the largest distributing point in the Pangaeon, with the

customary free dispensary and workshop.
On the south is the more recently organized distributing

station of Musthenie. Its dispensary is open only one day
a week, but the station feeds about 3,500 persons who come
thither from nine villages.

Land Transport, -liefGVGUco has been made to the

insufficiency of transport; the details are these:

At Serres, by the courtesy of the Greek Army, shortly

after February 1, we were furnished two Fiat camions and

one ,three-ton truck, together with gasoline, two chauffeurs

and two mechanicians. Prior to that date we were wholly

dependent upon the British, who courteously permitted us

to use their trucks for the carriage of our supplies, very
often to their own inconvenience.

At Drama the municipal authorities furnished us a

truck, but could give us no gasoline, and, as we had none

and could find none for sale, the truck was useless. But

after March 1, one of the Serres camions, with its chauf-

feur and mechanician, was sent to Drama for use in that

station.

At Kavalla, General Nider assigned to our use a truck,

which, however, we wc^re not able to use for lack of

gasoline.

In November a Sunbeam touring car had Ix^en turned

over to Colonel Capps (or the use of the Red Crosa by
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Mr. Adossides, the Governor- General of Thessalonica, but

by January 5 its tires were in shreds and to this date

the car, for that reason and also for lack of gasoline, has

been out of commission.

Till the British withdrew from Kavalla (February If),

1919) we were able to get to and fro between Kavalla

and Drama (.-U) kilometers) by the British lorries, which

ran daily and with much regularity; but after February
If) we were dependent upon the Greek mail camion and

An Ox-toaiii on the Road Near Serres.

we were often denied passage because, as we were told,

there was no room. The first vehicles of the Red Cross

to reach Kavalla were three motor-cycles, which were set

up on March 7. One Ford touring car has been assigned

to Macedonia, but at this writing is still in the Piraeus.

On several occasions Governor- General Adossides has

provided us with a motor car for the trip (90 kilometers)

over the military road from Salonica to Serres. Except
between Kavalla and Drama and Kavalla and Pravi, the

transportation of our goods did not suffer much from the

lack of motors. Air su])plies for the Pangaeon west of

Pravi went, of necessity, by pack. As many as 200 ponies
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were sent out in a single day from the Kavalla warehouse.

Over the Drama road the usual means of transport was

by ox or by buffalo wagon, or by military cart.

Except as herein noted, all transport was furnished

at the cost of the Greek Government and was verj^ ex-

pensive. To transport supplies from Kavalla to Rodolivos

our Vlachs charged 35 lepta per oke. The Vlach transport

(by ponies) was the safest and quickest. The transport by
ox wagon was more satisfactory than the transport by

military cart, but the delay it entailed was considerable.

The trip from Kavalla to Drama consumed 24 hours.

The transport problem was always difficult. Toward

the end of my stay we were transporting each week from

Kavalla to other points in the district about seventy tons

of food stuffs, besides clothing for distribution and miscel-

laneous supplies.

Water Transport— For the reasons heretofore stated,

Kavalla was made the base in November; no change was

ever made. Toward the end of January, when the railroad

communication was restored between Salonica and Serres

by the completion of the broken bridge over the Struma,

it was thought that perhaps the current of transport should

be reversed. Salonica would then become the base instead

of Kavalla, and the current Would flow eastward by rail

instead of westward. The plan had many obvious advan-

tages, but sundry difficulties stood in the way of a change,

and none was ever made.

The transport by sea from the Piraeus to Kavalla,

consuming, under ordinary conditions, about forty hours,

was, everything considered, the most direct and speedy.

Indeed, we found that the quickest method of communi-

cating with General Headquarters in Athens was to send

our dispatches by steamer.
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Communication. —Of communication by wire there

were two means. One by the regular Greek telegraph

service and one by the English wires, which followed the

line of the railroad. While an English base was maintained

at Kavalla, the latter was the more prompt, but, after the

English moved out, there was no one to bring over the

I messages from Drama and we fell back upon the Greek

wires. The service was slow and uncertain, for the wires

were crowded. Four days or more were needed to get a

telegram through from Athens to Kavalla, and occasional-

ly, it would appear, messages were wholly lost in transit.

In all matters connected with the postal and the tele-

graph service we have been shown every courtesy by the

Greek Government, as well as by the Greek Army, which

permitted us to use its telephone system for conversations

I
between Kavalla and Drama and Drama and Serres in

I
the anxious days of the typhus.

Loaves and Fishes. — On the 28th of February (more
than four months after the arrival in Greece of the first

Greek unit, and more than three months after relief work

in this region had been begun),' the first pound of food-

stuff shipped by the American Red Cross for the relief

of Greece reached Macedonia. And on. the day it arrived

we were feeding 45,000 people!

The first activity of the Red Cross in Greece was the

repatriation of the refugees, and, as they came through

Bulgaria, a small supply of food -stuffs had been assem-

bled and shipped to our three relief stations. These food-

stuffs were obtained partly from Governor -General Ados-

sides (flour, rice, sugar and the like— some 58 sacks) and

partly from the Serbian Commission of the American Red

Cross (some 498 sacks of dry foods and 100 cases of milk).

These few supplies were not more than sufficient to

keep alive the work of feeding the trainloads of refugees
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as they came (in November and December) past our stations

of Tyrnovo- Siemen, Dedea^atch and Xanthi. Our whole

expedition woukl have colhipsed had it not been for the

British.

The British forces had occupied Eastern Macedonia and

knew its desperate need and, to the appUcation of Colonel

Capps for aid, General Milne had replied that such stuffs

as he could spare he would sell us and would stand l)ehind

us to the uttermost.

We bought, all told, from the British over 1,100 tons of

food stuffs, of which the principal items were the following;

800 tons flour (> tons salt

of) » rice 18 » sugar
SO » beans and lentils 4 » meat and bacon

101 4 » dried fruit r>(^) cases milk

The appoi-tionment of these slender supplies among
the large and necessitous population of Eastern Macedonia

was a problem that caused the personnel many anxious

hours. Sometimes we skimped and cut a ration in two;

sometimes we borrowed from the army or from the civil

government. But we kept going. Much of the food pur-

chased from the British was in store at Stavros and was

delivered in installments, and it is probable that the bread

line owes its slender continuity to this fact, for, if we had

had the full amount of our food available for distribution,

it could not have been withheld. The demands were so

great that only the absolute lack of supplies justified our

failure to meet them.

When finally, on February 5, we heard that the «Them-

istocles» was in the harbor of Piraeus with the first

installment of food from America, it seemed that the lean

days were past. But day after day, before breakfast, we

counted the ships in the harbor and in vain sought the
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ship that brought us supplies. To anyone not familiar

with the conditions of transport in Greece this spring, it

is incredible that three weeks were required to unload a

ship in the first port of Greece and to transport by water

d few tons of its cargo 400 kilometers from the Piraeus

to Kavalla.

However, our supplies were conserved and, by dint

of careful administration, each of the stations was kept

functioning.

It is respectfully submitted that the scope and import-

ance of the work in the Macedonian zone, if consideration

be given to its means to carry on, will compare favorably

with like work of the Red Cross elsewhere in Europe.

Social Life.—Among the personnel in Macedonia there

are no professional uplifters. All of us come from the

common, vocations of life and have the outlook of the

normal citizen. It was much to be feared, therefore, that

contact with suffering and misery so abject might upset
our morale and make us either callous or hysterical. To

do our work efficiently it was necessary that both ex-

tremes should be avoided, and the method that suggested
itself was the establishment of a friendly community Hfe.

At Kavalla we had no sooner landed than the Americans

representing the American tobacco companies offered us

a house. We accepted their hospitality and first in the

house of Mr. Allen Hieatt, and, after January 20, in the

house of Mr. James J. Arrington, we have lived in comfort

and dignity.

In Serres and in Drama houses were supplied us by
the municipal authorities. The task of settling in them was
undertaken by the women of the personnel and, in spite

of the lack of furniture, these dwellings carry the air of

an American home. In it the stress and strain of the day's
anxieties relax and we become normal American men and

5
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women, anxious to assist each other in our common task.

The Ufe in the house is earnest, dignified, considerate.

The dominating note is service. Everyone contributes the

best that is in him. No sick man or woman ever had better

care than the nurses gave to Miss Blakeslee, to Miss Stone,

or to Mr. Thomas. No finer spirit may be found in any
unit than exists in the Macedonian zone.

Greek Aid.— In describing the manner in which our

activites have been conducted, acknowledgement has been

made of specific aids and courtesies we have been shown.

It perhaps would carry a better understanding to say that,

in no single instance, has any request made by us upon
the general government, upon the army, or upon the

municipal authorities, been refused. Those of us who have

been brought into personal contact with the Governor-

General, with General Nider and General Negroponte and

their staffs, with the medical department of the army,

with the prefects and their secretaries, and with the many
officials and private citizens who have aided us, will carry

to America grateful and appreciative memories of far-away

Macedonia.

Ho'w the Typhus Came to Macedonia. — As early

as January 17, 1919, we knew there were sporadic cases

of typhus amongst the refugees coming from Bulgaria.

On that date I made requisition upon the Athens Gen-

eral Headquarters for three sterilizing and disinfecting

machines, which were to be assigned, one to the port

of Kavalla (the only seaport of the district), and one to

some other frontier town on the railroad (such as Oxilar),

while the third was to be kept in reserve for emer-

gencies. (*) It was not till January 25, however, that the

(•) They were never shipped, there being none on hand. Later tlie

Greek Government provided such a machine.
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typhus became a menace. On that date 2,280 refugees

came to Kavalla by sea from Varna. When they reached

port, some sixty were down with typhus. The authorities

removed them from the transports to magazines in the

old, or Turkish, quarter and there detained them under

rather lax quarantine regulations.

The condition of these poor creatures was wretched

in the extreme. The magazines were built for the storage

and working of tobacco. The first floor was paved with

stone and the second story so low that one could barely

stand erect. Both these floors were practically without

light or ventilation. Around the walls, on blankets furnished

by us, the refugees were living in family groups, sur-

rounded by their few possessions. No attempt was made to

disinfect them or to give them the opportunity to protect

themselves from the contagion. In one loft there were

sixteen babies less than one year old, and in the same

loft on the floor lay the body of a man who had just

died of typhus. Two dead women were carried down the

only staircase as 1 went out, but whether they had died

of typhus I do not know. These refugees were so weakened

by their privations in Bulgaria and by their trip from

Varna that they were in no condition to resist disease.

Our nurses reported that two hundred of them, not yet
down with typhus, were in need of hospital care. The
civilian doctors were unable to cope with the situation.

Several of them (according to some reports that reached

me, all of them) were, at the end, down with typhus.
In the magazines the refugees were in revolt. Disease

and death were creeping upon them and there was no

escape. Then the nerve of the officials broke and, without

fumigation or other preventive measures, many of the

refugees who were able to travel were permitted to break

quarantine and start inland. On February 20 a group of
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99 and on February 21 another group of 140 left Kavalla

by the Drama road.

But typhus had spread from the quarantined magazines
to the city and to the barracks when the Commander of

the corps, General Negroponte, pushed aside the civil

authorities and took, with or without right, complete

medical jurisdiction and control of the city. A vigorous

and effective examination of the infected magazines was

undertaken and, in the first two days of military control,

more than 200 typhus cases, actual or suspect, were dis-

covered and removed to the typhus hospital (an old

military hospital located in the Mayers magazine).
Full details of the situation were sent to the General

Headquarters of the American Red Cross in Athens, and

conferences followed between Colonel Capps and the Greek

Government. The death from typhjus of Professor C. Vasi-

liou and Mr. Skouloudis, of the International Commission,

and the serious illness of the Belgian delegate, M. Cuypers,

emphasized the danger. The Greek Government accepted

the offer of help that the Red Cross made, and on March

4, 1919, Major Samuel J. Walker, Head of our Medical

Department, reached Kavalla. A group of American physi-

cians soon followed, and this force, joiiiing hands with

the surgeons of the Greek Army, began the fight against
this epidemic, which threatens to be not merely local or

national, but international, if it is not promptly checked.

Nothing but commendation can be given of the conduct

of Major-General Negroponte and the medical arm of the

Greek Army, which, cooperating with our Red Cross sur-

geons, is now meeting the situation efficiently and cour-

ageously (*).

{*) See the printed report of Major Walker on « The Anti-typhus

Campaign in Eastern Macedonia », in which the successful termination

of this fight is recorded.
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On Febi-aary IHth, when the typhus situation was develop-

ing, expUcit orders were given that the personnel should

not expose themselves needlessly to infection and should

not go to the quarantined magazines except in the line of

their duties. It is needless to say that the existence of

the epidemic and the danger of infection in no way in-

terfered with the work of the stations.

For aught that appeared, the health conditions of the

community were normal. I did not observe that any un-

usual precautions were taken by our people It is true that

the death of Lieutenant Walker and the illness of Miss

Blakeslee, Miss Stone and Sergeant Thomas, all of whom
had typhus, and the illness of Corporal Taylor and Ser-

geant Schmunck, at first pronounced typhus but probably

some other complaint, caused depression and anxiety. But

there was no thought of abandoning or curtailing our

normal work. The spirit of the personnel was quite up to

the best traditions of the American Red Cross.

In my dispatch of February 21st I said: «You would

be delighted with the loyalty and courage of the person-

nel », and this condition continues. Nothing could be finer

than the spirit shown by every one. No group of men

and women could be more loyal to their work and to each

other than the Macedonian unit. Each is an inspiration

to the other. His own task finished, each is keen to assist

any other. There has never been unworthy criticism of

another. There has never been hesitation to undertake

any task assigned, no matter how difficult, disagreeable

or dangerous.
When it was learned that typhus existed among the

• refugees, I felt it my duty to issue explicit orders that

no one should expose himself except in the strict line of

his duty. A more inclusive order would have been useless;

it would not have been obeyed. The unit had been care-

; fully organized and each department had its appointed
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task. Those whose duty it was to clothe the destitute or

to minister to the sick or to feed the hungry went unhes-

itatingly about their tasks, to all appearances oblivious

that they were treading the paths of danger.

Local Agencies in Local Administration. — In thr

midst of equal loyalty and courage it is impossible to

Soup Oistribiitioii. Serros.

select individuals for special commendation. Hut the con

ditions under which we were working developed peculiar

needs to which your attention should be called.

As you are aware, a divergence in view exists in

Washington as to the advisability of employing local
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agencies in local administration. In France, for example,

we learn that every Red Cross activity is performed by

Americans; but in Macedonia this was impossible and,

indeed, undesirable. We were hoping to leave a lasting-

impression upon the young-old peoples whose national

life had existed but seven years; therefore, it was most

important that they should be instructed in our methods

so that they might carry on after we had gone. We
therefore used as many Greeks in our activities as pos-

sible. In Di-ama, the whole administration of food was

taken over by the Citizens' Committee.

The most important element in the self-government of

any people is social organization. Of course, in this terri-

tory so lately released from Ottoman rule, there is none.

But that the Macedonians possess capacity for social or-

ganization I have no doubt. The methods we have employed

may, therefore, not win for the Red Cross so much re-

cognition and applause, but they will produce more lasting

results, and to these results the most important contribution

will come from the contact of our personnel with the

peoples they are serving.

Recommendations,— As I am rehnquishing the com-

mand of the Macedonian District, I wish to put on record

one observation, and I make one specific recommendation.

The greatest need of Macedonia, in my opinion, is the

organization and maintenance of orphanages.

As I have said in an earlier part of this report, many
refugees apparently in sound physical condition will, I am

confident, never return to their normal vocations. They
are broken men and women; their morale is gone, never

to return.

But a few years of care, of education, of correct and

plentiful nourishment and of sanitary housing will restore

to the children their depleted strength. They may be
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prematurely old and their lives may be saddened and

shortened by the privations they have undergone, but the

recuperative power of youth will assert itself and will

permit their development into useful citizens.

The children of Macedonia are the hope of Macedonia.

No other project, however admirable in itself, which

the American Red Cross might undertake in Greece, is of

the same importance, would have the same permanence,
or would so typify the spirit of our organization, as the

founding and support of orphanages. This I have repeat-

edly advocated in my dispatches, beginning with the

dispatch of January 22, 1919. If the Commission is casting

about for a great, enduring and characteristic memorial

of the American Red Cross, no greater opportunity has

ever been offered to any commission than this— which is

the voice calling from Macedonia.

(Signed) Horace S. Oakley
Major, Deputy Commissioner

Director of the District of Eastern Macedonia-



III. THE LAST PHASE

Kavalla, June 1, 1919.

Front: Major Henry B, Deiviny,

To: Lieutenant- Colonel Edward Capp,s.

Subject: Report on the Macedonian Stations of the Amer-

ican Red Cross for the jjeriod March 19 to

May 17, 1919.

Introductory,— The two months with which this report
is concerned constituted the last of the three periods of

Red Cross work in Macedonia. The first was the Bulgarian

Period, when the trainloads of refugees returning from

Bulgaria were the significant element in the situation, and

when the work of relief of Greek refugees was carried on

principally at three points along the railway in Bulgaria;
this period extended from November 12th to January 21st.

The second was the Period of the Bread Lines, when the

buffeted population was beginning to reestablish itself in

the cities and towns of Eastern Macedonia; this period
extended from January 22nd to March 23rd. The third

was the Period of the Villages, when the work in the

country villages reached its greatest volume; this period
extended from March 21th to May 17th.

The bread lines in Serres, Kavalla and Drama were

discontinued on March 19th, March 23rd and March 25th,

respectively, and thereafter bread was not issued except
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to the Kavalla orphanage and to the Kavalla typhus camp
at Kalamitza. The following stations now continued in

operation: Kavalla, Rodolivos, Pravi, Musthenie and Drama.

No further distribution was carried on from Serres after

the stopping of its bread line.

Distribution became more and more extended to the

villages, where the need for relief still existed over wide

areas, some of which had not been touched. Here uncooked

food could be dispensed by the oke and clothing could

be issued to the needy country folk. The extension of the

village work took place entirely in the district of Drama
and among the Pangaeon towns. It was hoped that the

Serres district would be developed along the lines pre

viously laid down, but this proved to be impossible owing
to illness among the personnel; and the cherished plans
of Miss Stone, who was herself stricken with typhus,

remained unfulfilled. The distribution of clothing was also

continued in the cities of Drama and Kavalla.

The method of distribution became everywhere that

perfected by Lieutenant Barry in the Pangaeon distrijet,

whereby food and clothing were dispensed to the holders

of tickets which had been issued to individuals on the

basis of lists previously provided by responsible officials.

These lists are preserved among the archives of the

Macedonian stations.

The ouvroirs were enlarged and the output increased

by about forty percent. The statistical report shows that

of the 286,122 garments given away to Greeks by the

American Red Cross in Bulgaria and Macedonia, 43,828

were made in the ouvroirs of Kavalla, Serres, Pravi, Rodo-

livos and Drama. The dispensaries were all continued

without interruption and were conducted on the same

lines as formerly.

At the opening of this period the whole situation was

clouded by the presence of typhus in Eastern Macedonia
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and by the illness of three of the members of our own

personnel. One American Red Cross worker, Lieutenant

Edward Walker, and two persons of prominence among
the Greeks, Professor C. Basiliou and Mr. Skouloudis, had

died of typhus, and the menace of the disease and the

necHi of a vigorous campaign against it had just come to

be fully realized. It was a moment when courage was

required to carry on. No one knew, from day to day,

whether all our work would not have to be stopped, as

the Serres ouvroir had been suddenly stopped on March

loth because of a case of typhus which appeared among
the sewing women; and no one knew whether or not he

or she would be the next to fall victim to the disease.

Supplies. — The shaping of a program was only pos-

sible with the assurance of a steady stream of incoming

supplies, the quantity of which could be known in advance

and the delivery of which could be approximately dated.

Owing to many causes, this assurance could never be

given, and the work had to be carried on with blind

faith that something would come and that it would arrive

in time to be used. And yet Macedonia never failed to

receive her generous share of all available stores. The

volume of shipments sent north from Piraeus was neces-

sarily limited by the insignificant amounts and tardy

delivery of shipments to the Greek Commission.

Upon estimating the situation in Macedonia it became

apparent that large amounts of clothing should be dis-

pensed, particularly among the population of the villages.

Consequently, a request was sent to Athens for 110,600

garments. This requisition was never filled, owing to the

inability of the Commission to secure the supplies which

had been expected for Greece. Perhaps 20,000 garments
were received in Macedonia in place of the number

mentioned above. Meanwhile the ouvroirs increased their
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activity, adding in all about eighty machines, so that their

output was increased from about 4,000 garments weekly
to something over 5,000 garments per week. With the

supplies secured from Athens and from the ouvroirs about

one-third of the distribution planned was accomplished
before the date of closing. Quantities of made clothing

were constantly asked for. A shipment of about 7,000

garments was assigned to Macedonia on April 21st to be

shipped from Salonica. It was hoped that with these

garments a good ending at any rate could be made to

our clothing distribution. The shipment reached Kavalla

exactly one month later, after all our stations were closed;

and the 7,000 garments became salvage. The delay was

caused by the damage done by a storm to the railroad

bridge over the Struma River, a bridge which had never

been properly repaired since being wrecked by the bombs

dropped by the airplanes of the Allies during the war.

The shipping of food supplies from Athens proved to

bo almost as uncertain as it had been during the earlier

period. The big problem of supplying the bread lines was

past, but the' Pangaeon stations, which were expanding
until March 30th, required about thirty tons of food stuffs

per week, and the Drama program called for about ten

tons per week. When 2,000 sacks of flour were reported

to be in Piraeus, and they were known to be 150-pound
sacks instead of the usual 1(X)- pound sacks, it seemed

that all our troubles were over. However, the delays of

transportation were so great that when 1,886 sacks of

flour reached Kavalla the Pangaeon stations were in need

of immediate relief. It so happened that our flour was

buried under other shipments, and the 1,886 sacks of flour

did not get into the warehouse until ten days after the

ship's arrival in the harbor. The difficulties of handling

merchandise in Kavalla harbor have been mentioned and

commented on by Major Oakley in his report. While
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waiting for the flour to land the Pangaeon stations came

nearer and nearer to the end of their stock, and, had it

not been for the fortunate arrival in Drama of 600 sacks

of flour from Salonica, 300 of which were immediately sent

to the Pangaeon, the population of the fifty-seven Pangaeon

villages fed by us would have missed their dole of food

A Respectful Beggar. Kavalla.

for one whole week. At no time before the end of Apdl
had we a really abundant supply of food stuffs in our

warehouse, and at this time the end of distribution was

close at hand.

Transportation. — The supplies sent from Kavalla to

the Pangaeon stations and to Drama have been carried,
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as previously arranged, by the Vlach ponies and on ox-

carts. The Government has borne the entire expense of

this transportation and in so doing has made a very

significant contribution to the relief which the Tied Cross

was providing.

For the transportation of personnel and baggage we

has three Fiat camionettes put at our disposal by the Greek

Army, one in Serres, one in Drama and one in Kavalla.

We were fortunate in having bur own supply of gasoline

and motor-oil, so that we were enabled to make full use

of each of the three camionettes. The service rendered by
these machines has been indispensable. We could scarcely

have carried on without them. Frequent trips between

Drama and Kavalla have been necessary over a road which

is all but impassible at times, and with one camionette at

Drama and one at Kavalla we have always been able to

make the trip, except for one short period, when both cars

were entirely out of commission owing to worn-out tires;

for the stones on the Drama road tear tires to shreds.

Between Drama and Serres the railroad has furnished

transportation whenever necessary ;
our supplies have been

willingly carried between these stations by order of the

French and Greek railway officials, and the personnel has

had the best accommodation afforded by box cars and

third class coaches. A good box car had been placed at

the disposal of the American Red Cross for use in the

village distribution about Serres — the car which came to

be known as the « White Car». It was used many a time

for the trip detween Drama and Serres, being in effect a

private car and more comfortable in Macedonia than a

Pullman in a land where comforts abound.

Four Indian motor -cycles with side cars were sent

from Athens and promptly went to pieces on the terrible

roads of Macedonia. These machines, with their high speed

gearing, are entirely useless on such roads as we have.
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To try to use them over the stones and holes of these

roads is Hke hitching an Arab steed to a plow.
It was the intention of the Commission that one Ford

touring car should have been used in Macedonia, and this

car was duly shipped from Piraeus; however, owing to

the hasty departure of the steamer from Kavalla in

obedience to naval orders, the Ford was carried back to

Piraeus and was thus lost to Macedonia. And so the record

of the American Red Cross in Macedonia is clear: We
have never had American transportation, and have been

obliged to beg for such as we have had.

It is interesting in this connection to note that Ford
cars plainly labeled « American Red Cross» are flitting

about Constantinople in considerable numbers in the ser-

vice of the American Commission for the Relief of the

Near East. The strident bark of the Ford klaxon is a

familiar sound in the streets of the ancient capital of the

world. And Ford oars by the hundred have been in the

service of the American Red Cross in North Serbia, whose
unit was not in the field for months after the work of

the Greek Commission had been inaugurated in Eastern

Macedonia. But no Ford horn has disturbed the peace of

travelers in Eastern Macedonia, and not one wheel of an

American touring car or truck has gathered the dust or wal-

lowed in the mud of the unspeakable Drama-Kavalla road.

Kavalla. -The bread line in Kavalla closed on March
2:h'd. Thereafter the activities of the Kavalla station consisted

of the following: Clothing distribution, ouvroir and dis-

pensary. With the closing of the bread line the need for

the « upper warehouse» ceased and supplies were concen-

trated in the spacious warehouse on the quay, the dispensary

being moved from its old quarters in the upper warehouse

to the new municipal hospital building. In addition to

these regular activities, relief in the form of food was
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an unusual opportunity for the Amorioan Rcul CroHs to

help, and the Department of Hospital Sorvico moX this

opportunity by giving this hospital proforonoo ovor all

others in making plans for a program of hospital reliof

which embraced all the hospitals in Orooee. And not only

was a generous donation given, but the hospital was also

assisted by the counsel of our local medical and nursing
staff in planning for the arrangement of the different parts

of the hospital in its new (piarters and in disposhig the

supplies furnished from our stores. The American Red
Cross can now feel a peculiar pride in the Kavalla Munici-

pal Hospital, and its workers will always retain a feeling

of satisfaction that a lasting monument remains in the city

from which the Macedonian relief work was first organ-
ized and which served as our base of operations during
the entire period of Red Cross activity in that field.

Another special activity of limited duration was the

assistance given to TOO refugees from Bulgaria, who ar-

rived April 10th and were quartered in a quarantine camp
at Kalamitza, a headland about two miles from the city

of Kavalla. These refugees were furnished with a generous
ration of bread during the whole period of the encampment.

The distribution of clothing to the civilian population

was carried on at intervals up to the time of closing the

station, and the final report shows that from first to last

nearly 7,000 people received gifts of clothing (usually four

garments each) in the city of Kavalla. The distribution was

made by ticket on the basis of lists secured, in the first

instance, from the office of the Mayor of Kavalla. In order

to make the distribution impartial it was found necessary

to obtain lists, not only from the Mayor's office, but also

from the Mufti for the Turkish population and from the

Rabbi for the Jewish population.

The dispensary in Kavalla is the only one of the Mace-

donian dispensaries which will be taken over and continued
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by a Greek hospital. It has been incorporated as an inte-

gral part of the Kavalla Municipal Hospital. We have put
forth a special effort to make it a worthy heritage to

leave for the people of the city.

Turkish Women Awaitin^L; the (lotliiim- Distiilnituui, Kavalla.

Pangaeon,— The work of the Pangaeon stations is

admirably presented in a special report by Lieutenant

Barry. The relief brought by the American Red Cross to

the population of the tiny villages clustering about this

great mountain must be regarded as the most significant

part of the contribution of the American Red Cross toward

saving Macedonia from starvation. The inhabitants of this

region were entirely dependent upon outside help for a
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period of some months. And it is significant, not only that

the American Red Cross brought the help which kept the

spectre of starvation away from these people, but also

that no other agency would have brought in and dis

tributed supplies had we neglected to do so.

The number of persons receiving relief from the three

Pangaeon stations had grown from 3,468 in November to

23,632 on March 3 1st, when the work reached its culmi-

nating point. Every effort had been made to reach all

the deserving population of the Pangaeon villages, and

the number expanded rapidly. It was carefully borne in

mind, however, that mere numbers were not wanted; the

lists were constantly subjected to revision and it was care-

fully determined that those receiving assistance were in

actual need of help. After the culmination on March 31st,

the number was deliberately cut down, and the stations

closed on May 3rd with 19,139 names on their lists.

The exigencies of supplying the Pangaeon stations

with food have been mentioned, above. When the date set

for closing, May 3rd, was near at hand, supplies for the

first time were found at Ka valla warehouse in abundance.

Consequently the shipments to the Pangaeon stations were

greatly increased, and during the last week of distribution

Lieutenant Barry dispensed to his people from three to

four times the normal ration (one oke per person per

week). Consequently, when distribution ceased on May
3rd, supplies had been issued in sufficient quantity to

carry the population to the .end of the month of May.

Drama.— After the closing of the bread line on March

25th, the activities at the Drama station consisted of the fol-

lowing: Food distribution in the surrounding villages; clothing

distribution in Drama and in the villages, a free dispensary
and an ouvroir. As in Kavalla, the local orphanage and

hospital received donations from time to time and, at the
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conclusion of the work of the station, a final gift was

made to the hospital which was both varied in character

and generous in amount. It was during the period of the

present report that the village distribution from Drama com-

menced and was extended to twenty-two different villages

at varying distances from the city.

The method of village distribution from Drama differed

from that in the Pangaeon in this respect: At the centers

At a Village Distribution.

of distribution there were no permanent stations of the

Red Cross, and on each occasion, when a distribution was

made from a given center, it was necessary not only to

send the supplies out from Drama, but also for the Red

Cross workers to go from Drama to the centers and make
the distribution, returning to Drama usually the evening
of the same day. This method made distribution much

slower than in the Pangaeon, where the permanent stations

at each distributing point made it possible to feed and
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clothe a very large number of people. The reason why
the Pangaeon system was not adopted in the Drama
district was two-fold: namely, the lack of personnel and

the difficulty of establishing and equipping living quarters

in outlying towns. In spite of this handicap, however, the

distribution from the Drama station, as seen by the sta-

tistical report, was a very large one, and during the final

week of its activity the number of persons fed and clothed

Village Distribution, Zernova.

in Drama itself and in the outlying villages was greater
than the corresponding number for any other one Mac-

edonian station for any single week.

At the suggestion of Governor -General Gotsis a ship-

ment of clothing and flour was sent to the orphanage at

Demir Hissar. This donation was made through the agency
of the Governor himself, since it was not possible for the

shipment to be delivered by a representative of the

American Red Cross in person.
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On April 28th Mr. C. W. Blegen, accompanied by Lieu-

tenant Felty, was dispatched on a mission of investigation

in Bulgaria. It had been reported that large numbers of

Greek refugees were still detained in the vicinity of Varna

and Bourgas with insufficient supplies. The situation was

found by Mr. Blegen to be much less acute than had been

reported, and calling for the intervention of the Allien

rather than of the American Red Cross. The details of this

mission may be found in a special report by Mr. Blegen (*).

Serres. — When the Serres bread line closed on March

19th Miss Stone lay ill with typhus. Extensive plans had

been made by Miss Stone for distribution of food and

clothing among the poor population of some twenty vil-

lages near Serres. There was no one in Macedonia who
could take up the work she had commenced. Efforts were

made to recruit a successor from Athens, but there was

no worker available at the time. Consequently, Serres

station ceased to function from that date, but the Serres

house was retained for Miss Stone during the period of

her illness and convalescence, and later for Dr. Hodgson,
when he was stricken with the same disease.

The clothing supplies which remained in our warehouse

in Serres, amounting to 2,772 garments, were used by the

Greek and American doctors for distribution among desti-

tute families discovered in the course of their house-to-

house visitation. The greater part of this distribution was

made under the direction of Major Paul Syrichas, in

command of the Greek Medical Service in Serres, and his

report to the Red Cross of his share of the work shows

that the clothing was issued with systematic care, and

was distributed among a large number of poor families,

about 475 in all.

(*) Not published.
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Agricultural Investigation. — Eastern Macedonia

was visited by Major Cyril G. Hopkins and his aide,

Lieutenant Bouyoucos, during the first week in May, on

one of the trips of investigation which have led him into

air parts of Greece. Hi's work of inspection and gathering

samples for soil analysis is fully recorded in a special

report by Major Hopkins.

street Scene. Serres.

Personnel.— ki the opening of the period with which

this report is concerned the personnel in Macedonia num-

bered twenty-three. Of this number two, Miss Blakeslee

in Drama and Miss Stone in Serres, were ill with typhus,

and Mr. Thomas had only recently recovered from a slight

attack of the same disease. Mr. Taylor, in Rodolivos, was

down with typhoid and his illness proved to be a long
and troublesome one. The American Red Cross had paid

heavily for the devotion of its workers. Four cases of

typhus, altogether, had developed among our personnel,
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and each and every one of them was traceable directly

to the ill-starred warehouses in Kavalla, where the 2,400

refugees from Varna were herded together without proper
sanitation (*)— the very warehouses from which the dreaded

typhus spread over all the cities and towns of Eastern

Macedonia. The fourth case of typhus, in addition to the

three mentioned above, was that of Lieutenant Edward

Walker, who became ill in Drama and died of the disease

after his return to Athens. All of the four American

workers who contracted typhus had visited the warehouses

mentioned above in order to dispense blankets and

clothing to the refugees and bring them such comfort as

they could. And it should be added that all the workers

in Kavalla went on the same errand to the warehouses
;

some were fortunate enough to escape infection, but not

one of them stayed away because of the danger. At a

later date Dr. Hodgson was stricken with typhus in Serres,

thus making the fifth case among the Macedonian person-

nel. All except Lieutenant Walker recovered completely,

thanks to the excellent care given by our doctors and

nurses, but none of them was able to return to active

service in Macedonia.

The typhus became immediately a serious menace to

Macedonia, and, in fact, to all Greece. An energetic campaign

against the disease was undertaken by the Greek Govern-

ment, and in this campaign the American Red Cross

assisted by sending Major S. J. Walker to Kavalla, ac-

companied by a staff of four American Red Cross phy-
sicians. Their function was that of assistants and counsel-

lors to the Greek authorities, and the value of the service

which they rendered in Kavalla, Drama and Serres was

inestimable. The details of the work carried on by these

(*) This group of refugees arrived in Kavalla January 26th, and

they remained in the warehouses more than one month.
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physicians may be read in the medical report referred

to above. The epidemic of typhus was soon under control,

but the complete stamping out of the disease has been a

very slow process. At the date of writing cases are still

appearing in Drama and Serres. Kavalla fortunately seems

to be definitely free from typhus for the time, but the

disease will certainly be endemic in the country for a

long period.

An Incorrigible Gypsy.

Orphanages and Hospitals. — Major Oakley had

shown the greatest interest in orphanages in Macedonia,

feeling as he did the great need to save for the future

the younger generation of a population which has suffered

severely from the ravages of war. During the period

covered by this report it has been possible to offer some

help to the orphanages in several of the towns where we
have worked, but the assistance has not been nearly as

complete as we should like to have had it. Some beds
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and cots have been provided and we have been generous
m donations of clothing and food suppUes. Beyond this there

has been nothing in our supplies which we could provide
for the needy orphans. The Greek authorities have been

exerting themselves conscientiously to make the orphanages
what they should be, but they have had to contend with

great difficulties and progress has been slow. Wherever it

has been possible, the representatives of the American Red

An Emaciated Child, Drama Orphanage.

Cross have given suggestions as to the location and

equipment of orphanages, and have endeavored to stimulate

the Greek authorities to improve their orphanages and

make them such as the American Red Cross will be wil-

ling to assist.

In leaving Macedonia very substantial donations have

been made to the municipal hospitals at Kavalla, Drama
and Serres. These donations, which may be found sum-

marized in the statistical report, will contain beds and a
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certain amount of equipment, medical supplies and dona-

tions of food. The details of all donations to hospitals in

Macedonia may be read in the compendious report by

Major Carl E. Black on the Hospitals of Greece.

Reconstruction. - During the month of April it was

obvious that the affUcted land of Macedonia was coming-

back in a remarjiable way. The population which had

been decimated and harassed by deportation, ill treatment,

disease and famine, was beginning to* reestablish itself

and to take up again the normal tasks of life. Fields were

beginning to be cultivated and the life of the cities was

becoming once more something like normal. By the first

week in June the grain fields of the Plain of Philippi

were beginning to turn to a golden brown and the precious

tobacco plants were being removed from the beds where

they had been nursed and set out in the wide fields where

they were to mature.

To a casual observer visiting Macedonia for the first

time the ravages of war would begin to seem somewhat

remote. To the people of the country, on the other hand,

the painful memories were all too fresh. Kavalla, which

had a population before the war of probably 45,000, was

found by a census on Sunday, April sixth, to have a

population of 18,000. The tobacco lands now being culti-

vated will yield during the coming season probably only

sixty percent of the normal amount of tobacco. In every

city and village are found ruined houses whose gaunt

walls, standing bare against the sky, show that war has

swept over the land. However, the grass is beginning to

grow between the ruined walls and the people once more

go about their normal vocations.

The tobacco warehouses in Kavalla had by this time

begun operations and furnished employment to large

numbers of people. The schools were beginning to reopen
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and the children once more learned their lessons in their

native tongue. The economic life of the cities and towns

had become fairly well established. Stores and small shops

were appearing in every available corner and stocks of

supplies were coming in such quantities that the brisk

trade of the market-place gave evidence of the return of

normal economic conditions.

Under these circumstances it seemed clear that the

work of the American Red Cross in Macedonia was nearing

Mayday Dance, Vissitchani.

its close. Much time will be required to complete the process

of healing which must follow the desolation of war, but

the acute emergency of suffering which the Red Cross

came to relieve was nearly past. Consequently, the Pan-

gaeon stations closed their distribution on May 3rd, and

20,CKX) people carried to their homes a final gift of bountiful

measure, knowing that when this was exhausted they

would be obliged to look elsewhere than to the charity

of the American people for their daily bread. On May 17th

the Drama and Kavalla stations were finally closed. The

work of reconstruction, now entering on a more permanent
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phase, was thus left to the established agencies for social

betterment operated by the Greeks themselves. Much re-

mains to be done, but only a program of unhmited duration

would meet the situation — social welfare work of a thor-

ough and permanent kind— and this work the American

Red Cross cannot undertake.

Appreciation. — The gratitude of the people of Mac-

edonia, who have received the helping hand of the Amer-

ican Red Cross, has been sincere and often touching. It

is among the simple people of the country villages that

the expression of thanks has been most gratifying. The

American Red Cross has come to seem to such people
almost a divine thing, and it is hard for us to realize how

deep is the gratitude they feel. Those who have witnessed

the village distributions in little towns like Rodolivos or

Prositchani will never forget the grateful regard which

the people felt as they received the little dole of food or

clothing which the American Red Cross had come to bring
to them. Quietly and steadily the human stream passed

through the distributing room, each individual unwrapping
the precious Red Cross ticket from the folds of a hand-

kerchief which she carried in her clothing
— for they were

usually women— then opening the cloth bags in which she

was to receive her flour or beans or whatever else the

issue of the day might be— then gathering up her bags
and clutching her precious ticket and making for the door,

but usually pausing long enough for a simple « Thank

you». And the genuine thankfulness of these countrywomen
with their simple manner of expressing it made all the

difficulties of Red Cross work seem really worth while.

Some of those refugees who came down from Bulgaria
in the early period, and who received the dole of soup
or bread from the American workers at one of the three

Bulgarian stations, have been found again established in
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their homes in towns and villages where we have carried

on our more permanent work. It is doubtless true that

thousands who have not been identified have been helped
a second time in this way by the later Red Cross work.

These people, above others, may well feel that the Amer-

ican nation has really saved their lives.

Another kind of appreciation which has been given in

very generous measure is that extended by the Greek

Villa^<' Distribution: an Oiilerly Crowd at Zernova,

Government through its representatives in the cities and

towns reached by us. They have always been unreserved

in their praise of the American Red Cross, and the letters

of appreciation received from the mayors of towns and

from other officials would make an imposing folio.

Co-operation.— The valuable assistance rendered to

the American Red Cross in Eastern Macedonia by the

Governor -General of Salonica, Mr. Adossides, has been

referred to in previous reports. The Governor- General of

Eastern Macedonia, Mr. Gotsis, has also been cordial in

his i-elations with the American Red Cross and has offered
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every facility within his power to enable our personnel
to carry on the work of distribution.

Mention has been made above of the assistance given

by the Greek Government in the transportation of sup-

plies and of personnel in Macedonia. To this should be

added the free use of the government post and telegraph

service, and the use of the military telephones between

Kavalla, Drama, Serres and Rodolivos.

The civil authorities of Serres, Pravi, Musthenie and

Drama have provided living quarters for the Red Cross

personnel in those towns, and the Greek Army has as-

signed to the service of the American Red Cross about

thirty soldiers distributed among the various stations to

serve as interpreters and distributors.

The mayors of all the small towns have always cheer-

fully undertaken the thankless task of making up and

revising lists of persons in need of relief. They have often

assisted personally in the actual work of distribution.

Our small dispensaries have been carried on always
with at least one American Red Cross nurse in charge.

We have not been able to supply physicians for these

dispensaries and Greek doctors have always been found

who were willing to help us by coming daily to our

dispensaries to make the diagnoses, perform the minor

operations necessary, and prescribe the treatment.

Social welfare organizations, as such, do not exist in

Macedonia. The « Patriotic League », which carries on an

extensive work in Old Greece and in the newer provinces,

has had no agents in the field; the other two regularly

established agencies for handling relief problems are the

Greek Red Cross and the Ministry of Relief. Of these two,

the Greek Red Cross in primarily an organization for

medical and surgical rehef in the army; its activity in

Macedonia has been confined to earlier periods and has

been referred to in earlier reports. The Ministry of Relief
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has undertaken the care of refugees in many parts of

Old Greece, but has not actively entered the field of Mac-

edonia during the period of American Red Cross activity.

In the large cities there are usually local committees of

prominent citizens who are interested in charitable work.

•The most conspicuous example of co-operation with the

American Red Cross on the part of such a local commit-

tee is furnished by the Citizens' Committee of Drama,
i-eference to which is made in Major Oakley's report.

Macodonian Girls iii|Holiday Costiiiiio.

Grateful acknowledgement is made to the representa-
tives of the American tobacco companies for the use of

their houses in Kavalla. The residence of Mr. Arrington
and Mr. Wortham, of the Alston Tobacco Company, was

entirely at our disposal until June first, and the comfort

of this spacious house was much enjoyed by the person-,

nel. Our table varied from four or five to fifteen, or even

more, as the Red Cross guests of the station came and

went. The Pangaeon workers usually came in to Kavalla

to spend the week-end, to refresh themselves from the

monotonous life of a remote village. Under such circum-

stances the large house was a great asset to the Kavalla
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station. After June first five of the personnel who remained

were delightfully entertained as guests of Mr. Stem, of

the Gary Tobacco Company, at his residence.

Archives. — The records of the first period of Mac-

edonian work are condensed in reports by Major Barnes,

Major Black and Lieutenant Bedell, respectively. For the

two later periods much more detailed records are available.

In the case of every village where distribution was carried

on, a list is preserved showing the needy persons of that

village by name and age. These lists were often revised,

and there were sometimes two or three different lists for

one village. Such lists are preserved for the Serres vil-

lages, the Drama villages, the Pangaeon villages, and for

the Turkish villages near Kavalla. For the Pangaeon vil-

lages the records include samples of the tickets presented

by the people for their issue of food. The record of actual

distribution is preserved in books which show the amount

of food issued, the number of garments, the persons (by

name) who received the issue, and the date on which the

distribution took place. For the period March 15th to

May 17th weekly reports of all activities at each station

are on file.

Epilogue. — At the termination of the work of the

American Red Cross in Eastern Macedonia, a work which

has extended over a period of six months, it is possible

to form an estimate of the results accomplished. From
first to last fifty- six members of the American Red Cross

have labored in Eastern Macedonia for periods of varying

duration, and many others have visited the district. The
work of distribution has brought our personnel into

contact with at least 100,000 persons who have been re-

cipients of gifts of food or clothing. The total population
of Eastern Macedonia at the date of writing is probably

7
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about 200,000. Thus one half, roughly speaking, of the

mhabitants of this area have received the help of the

American people. The total amounts of food and clothing

dispensed form an imposing figure in the accompanying
statistical report.

The delivery of our supplies to their final destinations

has been fraught with the greatest difficulties. The Greek

'?^'

;>Iaf'edouian Girl.^ Spinning-.

authorities have freely confessed that, although they could

secure supplies', they could not distribute them. They had

not the machinery at hand in the form of personnel

qualified to do this work. This lack has been made up

by the American workers, who have often achieved what

seemed impossible. The faithful service, the ingenuity, the

resourcefulness, of the American Red Cross personnel has

been our great contribution to the solution of the problem
with which Greece was faced when the clouds of war lifted
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and a dazed, staggering population began to straggle back

to reestablish their devastated homes.

Let us not forget that good fortune favored the Amer-

ican Red Cross in finding ready to hand British Army
stores which could be bought and which sufficed for our

needs until the acute emergency was well past. Not until

then did the American Red Cross supplies begin to be

. available for distribution in Eastern Macedonia, and they

f never arrived in generous measure until our work was at

the point of completion. Let us not forget, also, that the

Greek Government has borne the entire burden of trans-

portation of our supplies; the ponies and the ox -carts

which carried a thousand tons of food and clothing out

from Kavalla to our distribution centers were all provided

by the Greek authorities, and the only automobiles in

which we rode were the camionettes of the Greek Army.
Without the supplies of the British Army it would not

have been possible to inaugurate the work of the Amer-
ican Red Cross in Eastern Macedonia, and without the

transportation provided by the Greek Government and

the Greek Army the work could never have been continued.

I Henry JB. Bevrmgy
Major A. R. C.

Commanding District of Eastern Macedonia.
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IV. STATISTICAL SUMMARY, BULGARIAN

AND MACEDONIAN STATIONS
AMERICAN RED CROSS

I
STATIONS OPERATED

I

November 12, 1918, to May 17, 1919,

Bulgaria.— Xanthi, November 17 to January 18.

Dedeagatch, November 26 to January 21.

Tymovo-Siemen, December 15 to January 14.

Macedonia, — Kavalla, November 12 to May 17.

Pangaeon,
Rodolivos (Kormista) November 18 to May 3.

Pravi, February 7 to May 3.

Musthenie, February 24 to May 3.

Serres, December 22 to March 19.

Drama, February 21 to May 17.

Estimated total population of Eastern Macedonia, April 1919, 200,000.

A. FOOD DISTRIBUTION:

I. Bread, in some cases with soup, has been distributed in bread

lines and issued to institutions in :

Xanthi \

Dedeagatch J
..... 58,439 rations

Tymovo-Siemen
*

Kavalla 438,000 >

Serres 428,057 »

Drama . 185,478 * 1,109,974 rations.

Note: One ration equals one-quarter oke or seven -tenths of a pound.

II. Flour, rice, beans and other foods have been distributed to indi-

viduals in:

5 Kavalla viUages, 19 Serres villages,

57 Pangaeon villages, 22 Drama villages,
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and donated to institutions in Kavalla, Series, Drama, Pravi and Demir
Hissar:

Kavalla . . . 194,3"22 rations

Pangaeon .... 1,250,394 *

Serres 131,447 »

Drama 280,290 1,856,453

Note: One ration equals one-quarter oke or seven-tenths of a pound.

Grand total rations issued 2,966,427

Divided as follows:

Distribution to individuals 2,664,276

Donations to institutions 302,151

Total amount food stuffs expended, in okes .... 741,607

Total amount food stuffs expended, in pounds. . . 2,076,698

Total amount food stuffs expended, in tons .... 1,033

Average weekly distribution for whole period,
November 12 to May 17 40 tons

Greatest amount of food stuffs distributed in a

single week (February 22 — 28) 82.4 touvS

The following table shows the distribution of food exclusive of bread :
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Soap and salt have been distributed in the following quantities:

Kavalla . .

Pangaeon .

Serres . .

Drama . .

Totals

6,300 bars soap 368 okes salt

6,344 >. 4,452 »

1,900 ^> » 120 ^>

4,050 » » 60 :>

18,594 4,992

B. CLOTHING DISTRIBUTION:

To Greek refugees in Bulgaria . . 68,600 garments
Kavalla . .

.^ 27,952
57 Pangaeon towns 73,656

Serres and 16 adjacent towns . . 36,659 »

Drama and 22 adjacent towns . . 79,255 »

Total number persons clothed 71,381

Total number garments issued 286,122

a OUVROIRS:

-Kavalla, January 1 to May 12. Pravi, February 27 to May 3.

Serres, January 28 to March 13. Rodohvos, March 1 to May 3.

Drama, February 21 to May 6. Musthenie, March 15 to May 3.

Total garments made 43,823

Weekly expenditure* before April 20 5,614 drachmae
Number women employed April 20 139

Number women employed May 1 . . . 226

Total expenditure ', January 28 May 12 (all ouvroirs) 52,854.35 drachmae

Pravl 2,519.90 drachmae

Rodohvos . . . 1,785.00

Musthenie . . . 1,052.50

D. DISPENSARIES:

Kavalla, Drama, Rodohvos, and Pravi.

Average number patients daily at each dispensary .... 30

Total number persons treated in all dispensaries 8,887

E. INSTITUTIONS ASSISTED BY GIFTS OF FOOD, CLOTHING
AND MEDICAL SUPPLIES:

Kavalla Orphanage Kavalla Soup Kitchen

KavaUa Military Hospital Kavalla Typhus Hospital
Kavalla Municipal Hospital

'• Not including purchase of cloth.

Kavalla . .
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Serres Orphanage Drama Orphanage
Serres Soup Kitchen , Drama Greek Red Cross

Serres Greek Sanitary Service Drama Municipal Hospital
Serres Greek Dispensary
Serres Military Hospital Pravi Orphanage
Serres Municipal Hospital

Eikosiphoinisses Monastery

Rodolivos School Demir Hissar Orphanage

REPORTS BY STATIONS

/. REFUGEE RELIEF STATIONS IN BULGARIA ;.

November 17 to January 21.

Stations established at Xanthi, Dedeagatch and Tyrnovo-Siemen.

Refugees assisted •
. 35,000

Garments distributed 68,000

Rations issued (chiefly of bread and soup) 58,439

//. KAVALLA:

Population of Kavalla, 18,000.

Estimated population of five Turkish villages, 1,500.

l.Base warehouse for Eastern Macedonia opened November li', 1918.

2. Bread hne, January 7 to March 23:

Highest number persons fed daily 8,400

Lowest number persons fed daily 6,000

Average number daily rations 7,850

Standard ration, one-fourth oke, or seven-tenths of a pound of bread,

raisins or lentils being substituted when necessary.

Total number of bread rations issued .... 438,000

Total amount bread issued 109,500 okes

Total amount flour expended 84,230 okes

Note: 100 okes of flour equal 130 okes of bread.
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3. Flour, rice, beans and other foods have been distributed in Ka-

valla bread line, to institutions in Kavalla, and to five adjacent villages.

Flour. ..... 9,892 okes Milk ....... 13,060 tins

Rice 360 ^ Dried Vegetables . 177 okes

Beans 12,665 » Macaroni 180 »

Lentils 10,125 > Soup 720 tins

Meat 1,728 tins Raisins 4,610 okes

Bacon ...... 1,541 okes Sugar 2,100 »

Pickled Beef ... 300 » Cocoa ....... 300 »

Lard.. ..... 1,629 * Jam 1,200 tins

Total food rations, excluding bread, issued in Kavalla and vicinity, 194,322.

Grand total rations issued, Kavalla and vicinity .... 632,322.

Divided as follows :

Distribution to individuals 453,940 rations

Donations to institutions 178,382 »

632,322

Soap and salt have been issued in the following quantities :

Soap •

6,300 bars

Salt 360 okes

4. Clothing distribution, January 7 to May 17:

To civil population, hospitals, orphanages and refugees.

Number garments issued .27,952

Number persons receiving clothing 6,988

5. Ouvroir, January 1 to May 12:

Total number garments made 18,471

Number women employed at commencement .... 44

Number women employed on May 3 122

Payroll :
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6. Dispensary, January 7 to May 19:

Patients treated 3,:^59.

7. Relief sent to Turkish towns— Naipli, Kosteyas, Erendere, Kezeli

and Mouhal:

a. March 13,

Number persons rationed 724

Individual portion, 3
^/g okes

Food distributed:

50 sacks beans 16 cases milk

b. April 22,

Number persons rationed 724

Individual portion, 3
^/g okes

Food distributed:

^ 50 sacks flour 16 cases milk

Total standard rations:

Beans and flour 14,448

Milk 1,492

15,940
8. Institutions assisted:

1. Municipal Hospital.

1 case pajamas
1 » convalescent robes

'2
» assorted surgical dressings

52 rations bread daily ('voke per ration) February 7 to

20, 728 rations
Final Gift:
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1 case surgical dressings
20 cases milk (960 tins)

2. Military Hospital.

2 cases pajamas
1 case convalescent robes

I bale comfort pillows

3. Orphanage.

January 7,

24 complete outfits of clothing
24 rations of bread daily, February 7 to 26, 120 okes

30
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///. PANGAEON:

Population of Pangaeon district, 30,208 (April 1919).

A. During the months of November and December the following

supplies were distributed from Kormista to eleven towns on the north
side of Pangaeon :

Flour, 8,250 okes 33,000 rations
- Rice, 1,440 > 5,760 »

Milk, 624 tins 624 .

Number persons clothed 3,550

Garments issued 6,268

Blankets issued 228

B. Beginning at different dates after January 1, distribution was
carried on from three permanent stations; the report for the period of

January 1— May 3 is as follows:

a. Rodolivos (Opened at Kormista November 18; transferred to

Rodohvos January 30) :

"

Number of villages served, 17 :

Rodolivos, Anghista, Banista,

Lakovikia, Vitasta, Volchista,

Provista, Straviki, Kormista,

Kioupkeuy, Chepeldje, Semaltus,

Chereplian, Drachova, Neochori.

Doxambos, Kochaki,

1. Food distribution:

Weekly distribution to 9,681 persons (list of March 30).

Daily average (six days) 1,613 »

Weekly portion distributed, one oke of staple food per person.

Food stuffs distributed:

Flour, 73,000 okes Milk, 40,859 tins

Rice, 6,026 * Raisins, 20,721 okes

Beans, 12,221 * Sugar, 5,334 *

Lentils, 11,470 » Salt, 2,541 »

Meat, 2,535 tins Soap, 1,892 bars

Lard, 3,900 okes

2. Clothing distribution:

Total number garments issued 24,460

Total number pieces material (5 yards) issued . 1,109

Total number persons clothed 6,115

Total number blankets issued 604
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3. Ouvroir, March 1 to May 3:

Total number garments made 2,735

Number women employed April 16 7

Payroll :

March 5, 210.00 drachmae

12, 210.00 » April 12, 175.00 drachmae

19, 210.00 >» ^19, 175.00

26, 210.00 » ^ 26, 175.00

April 5, 210.00 » May 3
,

210.00

Total . . . .' 1,785.00

4. Dispensary, February 27 to May 3 :

Patients treated . 1,450

5. Institutions assisted:

Rodolivos School: Clothing and soap.

Eikosiphoinisses Monastery: 40 blankets,

b. Pravi, February 7 to April 19:

(Prior to February 7 distributions to three towns in the Pravi district

were made from Kavalla).

Number of villages served, 17 :

Pravi, Kotsani, Dresna,

Nikisian, Leftera, Kotskari,

Gorgani, Meseli, Tourmouslou,
Dranich, Paleochori, Devekleran,

Dranova, Bosaljik, Eledjik.

Avli, Tosliani,

1. Food distribution:

Weekly distribution to 9,212 persons (list of March 30).

Daily average (six days) 1,536 »

Weebly portion distributed, one oke of staple food per person.

Food stuffs distributed:

Flour 67,235 okiBS Lard, 5,164 okes

Rice, 2,057 * Milk, 22,341 tins

Beans, 11,506 » Raisins, 15,615 okes

Lentils, 4,988 » Sugar, 3,933 »

Meat, 1,707 tins Salt, 1,439 »

Bacon, 305 » Soap, 3,535 bars

2. Clothing distribution:

Total number garments issued 24,384

Total number pieces material (5 yards) issued . 530

Total number persons clothed ......... 6,096

Total number blankets issued 788
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3. Ouvroir, February 27 to May 3 :

Total number garments made 2,785

Number women employed April 16 9

May 3 20

Payroll :

March 6, 198.00 drachmae

12, 282.40 April 10, 278.00 drachmae

19, 265.40 * =» 17, 286.90

26, 213.60 » » 24, 286.90

April 3, 268.70 May 3
,

340.00

Total 2,519.90

4. Dispensary: Patients treated 2,806.

o. Institutions assisted: Orphanage, February to May.

20 children clothed 8 tins bacon

15 beds and mattresses 67 okes lard

49 blankets 1144 tins milk

23 pairs shoes 70 okes raisins

1 oil stove 101 sugar
550 okes flour • 48 tins jam
39 » rice 1 oke tea

58 » beans . 2 cases (30 lbs.) dried vegetables
47 » lentils 3 tins l^erosene
10 tins meat 148 bars soap.

c. Musfhenie, February 24 to April 19:

Number of villages served, 23:

Musthenic, Fteri, Eserli,

Mesoropi, Boblen, Demerh,
Sarli, Podogogorgani, Deverkli,

Menteseli, Ahartlar, Dranli,

Mousourtseli, Osmanli, Kuleli,

Karjani, Rahmli, Samakovo,
Dedebali, Tsiflik, Citikli.

Mousali, Veledjlir,

1 . Food distribution :

Weekly distribution to 4,739 persons (list of March 30)

Daily average (five days) 948 »
(

» * 30)

Weekly portion distributed, one oke of staple food per person.

Food stuffs distributed :

Flour, 16,569 okes Milk, 9,538 tins

Rice, 559 » Raisins, 10,404 okes

Beans, 1,949 » Sugar, 998 »

Lentils, 3,380 * Salt, 472 *

Meat, 391 tins

Lard, 1,346 okes Soap, 917 bars
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2. Clothing distribution:

Total number garments issued . 19,544
Total number persons clothed 4,886

Total number blankets issued 127

3. Ouvroir, March 27 to May 3:

Total number garments made 929

Number women employed April 15 7

Payroll :

April 5, 225.00 drachmae
» 12, 215.00

. 19, 225.00
' » 26, 172.50

May 3, 215.00

Total . . 1,052.50

SUMMARY OF PANGAEON STATIONS

November 18 to May 3.

Highest number of persons rationed, 23,632 (list of March 30).

Total number of villages served, 57 (list of March 30).

Foods distributed :

Flour, 165,604 okes Lard, 10,477 okes

Rice, 10,082 » Dried vegetables 21

Beans, 25,734 » Milk,
-

74,082 tins

Lentils, 19,885 >> Raisins, 46,740 okes

Meat, 4,633 tins Sugar, 10,325 ^

Bacon, 1,458 okes Jam, 48 tins

Grand total rations issued ......... 1,250,394.

Divided as follows :

Distribution to individuals 1,245,183

Donations to institutions, 5,211 1,250,394

Soap and salt have been distributed in the following quantities:

Salt 4,452 okes

Soap 6,344 bars

Total number garments issued 73,656
*

Total number blankets issued 1,787

Total number persons clothed 18,414
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.Ouvroirs operated at Rodolivos, Pravi and Musthenie:

Total number garments made 6,449

Total payrolls to May 3 . 5,357.40 drachmae
Total number women employed April 15 . . 23

Total number women employed May 3 . . . 34

Dispensaries operated at Rodolivos and Pravi:

Total number patients treated 4,256
To Eikosiphoinisses Monastery ...... 40 blankets

IV. SERRES, December 22 to April 19:

Estimated population of Serres and nineteen adjacent villages, 20,000.

1. Soup kitchen, December 23 to January 23:

Rations issued . 75,692

Bread 37,846 rations

Rice or beans . . 37,846

Milk and tea to children, aged and sick.

2. Bread line, January 23 to March 19:

Highest number persons fed daily ...... . 9,726

Lowest number persons fed daily 3,048

Average number daily rations 6,937

Standard ration, one-fourth oke or seven-tenths of a pound of bread.

Total number of bread rations issued 428,057

Total amount of bread issued 97,553 okes

Total amount of flour expended 68,287

Note: 100 okes of flour equals 130 okes of bread.

3. Flour, rice, beans and other foods have been distributed at the soup

kitchen, in nineteen adjacent villages, and to the local orphanage
and hospital:

Flour,
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Soap and salt have been distributed in the following quantities:

Soap 1,900 bars

Salt 120 okes

Distribution, has been carried on in the following villages (the three

distribution centers being italicized) :

Prosnik, Neochori, Topoliani,

Ormanli, Beilik Mahala, Sarmousikli,

Elsiani, Verziani, Soubaskeuy,

Yenikeuy, Kato Kaniila. Veznico,

Neoliani, Dovista,

Kardjakeuy,
- Karlikeuy.

Gamariani,

Topolovasi
Ano Kamila. •

i

The population of the three groups is as follows :

Prosnik 2,302

Neochori 700

Topoliani 2.630

Total . . . . 5,()32

4. Clothing distribution in Serres:

Number of garments issued 33,237

Number of persons receiving clothing 8,444

Number of blankets issued 52

5. Distribution of clothing in nineteen adjacent villages:

Number of garments issued 3,422

Number of persons receiving clothing 855

(>. Ouvroir, January 28 to March 13:

Total number of garments made 4,700

Number of women employed at commencement. . 24

Payroll :

February 3, 267.95 drachmae March 4, 567.60 drachmae

10, 614.00 » » 10, 457.10

17, 592.90 ^^ > 17, 606.30

24, 710.00 » Total .... 3,815.85

7. Medical treatment in homes:

Total number of patients 55

8. Institutions assisted:

1. Municipal kitchen, January 10— February 17.

4 bags beans (120 okes) ,

90 raisins (2,700 okes)

8
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2. Greek Sanitary Service.

1,0()0 bars

3. Free Dispensary (Greek), January

1,056 tins milk

100 ounces quinine
7 quarts castor oil

2 pints paregoric
30 pounds epsom salts

4. Orphanage.
December 25— March 2,

2 cases milk

20 sacks raisins

200 bars soap
52 blankets

2 quarts castor oil

1 pound- paregoric

April 8,

25 sacks flour

5 * rice

5 » beans

25 cases milk

5. Military Hospital.

5 cases pajamas
1 case bed shirts

6. Municipal Hospital.

February 28,

10 pkgs. cyanide gauze
30 » bandages

1 pkg. T. binders

25 pkgs. gauze compresses
420 compresses
20 pounds cotton

Final Gift:

5 bags rice

2 cases bacon

1 bbl. pickled beef

2 tubs lard

25 cases milk

5 sacks sugar
10 cases jam
9 cases soup

,

150 blankets

300 sheets

soap.

18— February 27.

31 ampules sodium benzoato

3 dozen steero tablets

22 pounds cotton

36 packages gauze
70 gauze compresses

5 pounds epsom salts

2 dozen bandages
4 packages gauze com presses
1 barrel oHve oil

361 garments

5 sacks sugar
5 cases jam

200 bars soap

1 case socks

12 pounds epsom salts

1 pound carbolic acid

3 pounds chloroform
4 pounds ether

205 garments

1 case men's boots

1 operating table

1 case bed pans
8 ice caps
9 rings
1 roll rubber tubing

'

2 bolts gauze
2 cases miscellaneous hos-

pital stores

1 case carbolic soap
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54 beds 1 case anti-tetanic serum
75 pillow cases 2 cases ether

1 case pillows 2 » chloroform

70 hand towels 2 bales non-absorbent cotton

1
'

., bales draw -sheets 8 cases absorbent cotton

1 boll white musHn 1 case absorbent pads
I case bed socks 2 cases bandages
1 case bed shirts 1 bale compresses
5 cases pajamas 4 cases compresses

V DRAMA, February 21 to April 19:

Estimated population of Drama and twenty-two adjacent villages, .')-2,(MK).

1. Bread line, February 21 to March 2;"):

Highest number persons fed daily ........ 8,412

Lowest number persons fed daily 3,544

Average number daily rations 5,410

Standard ration, one-fourth oke or seven-tenths of a pound of bread.

Total number of bread rations issued 185,478
Total amount of bread issued 44,634 okes
Total amount of flour expended 34,334 okes

Note: 100 okes of flour equals l30 okes of bread.

2. Flour, rice, beans and other foods have been distributed in twenty-
two adjacent villages, to the Greek Red Cross, to Drama Orphanage,
Demir Hissar Orphanage and Drama Municipal Hospital; March 20 to

May 17:

Flour, 32,040 okes Olives, 30 okes

Rice, 3,305 v Dried Vegetables, 76 »

Beans, 4,400 » Soup, 480 tins

Lentils, 6,685 » Macaroni, 50 okes

Meat, 528 tins Milk, 14,352 tins

Bacon, 1,439 okes Raisins, 12,470 okes

Pickled Beef, 500 » Sugar, 1,510 »

Lard, 2,760 » Cocoa, 350 »

OUve Oil, 90 » Jam, 480 tins.

Total food rations, excluding bread, issued in Drama and vicinity, 280,290.

Grand total rations issued. Drama and vicinity, 465,768.

Divided as follows:

Distribution to individuals, 411,026

Donations to institutions, 54,742 465,768

Soap and salt have been distributed in the following quantities:

Soap 4,050 bars

Salt 60 okes
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Distribution has been carried on in the following villages:

Doxato, - Yenikeuy, Prositchani, Zernova,

Tch^taldja, Yenikeuy Station. Tsami, Euridzik,

Edirnejik; Dospat Mahala, Belotitza.

Boriani, Zaggos,
Bounarbashi. Michi Mahala,

Kobalista,

Grammencha,
Ano Tsai Tehifliki,

Kato Tsai Tehifliki,

Plevna,

Kalapodi,
Boutsak.

ip»

These villages were served from four distribution centers, the names
of which are placed at the head of the list of towns tributary to them.

3. Clothing distribution:

Number of garments issued, Drama. 27,505

Number of garments issued, villages 51,750

Number of persons receiving clothing, Drama . . (^,87(5

Number of persons receiving clothing, villages . . 12,987

4. Ouvroir, February 21 to May 6:

Total number of garments made 14,203

Number of women employed at commencement. . 27

Number of women employed on April 19 57

Number of women employed on May 3 70

Payroll :

March 1, 517.00 drachmae

8, 934.50 - April 12, 1,463.25 drachmae

16, 909.15 * » 19, 1,601.50

22, 977.25 . .
27, 1,342.(X)

29, 1,197.80 » May 3, 2,()61.15

April 5, 1,350.00 »
6, 467.50

Total 13,421.10

5. Refugee relief:

' February 28, 128 refugee children clothed— 512 garments.

February 23 and March 1, 150 blankets issued.

6. Dispensary :

Patients treated 1,272.
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7. Institutions assisted :

1. Greek Red Cross.

November 17, 1918,

25 sacks flour

6 >. rice

10 cases milk

1 bbl. oil

1 case cottonseed oil

December 2, 1918,

30 sacks flour

6 small sacks rice

1 large >

,

rice

90 okes olive oil

10 gals, olives

10 cases milk

2 large sacks sugar
1 small » sugar

2. Orphanage.

February 24 to March 25 inclusive,

6,940 rations of bread

April 15,

10 sacks flour

6 » rice

6 ' beans

4 cases meat

2 tubs lard

6 cases milk

1 sack salt

1 case medicine

6 sacks clothing

1 bale blankets

1 sack salt

1 case layettes

3 cases pajamas
I case capes
1 case petticoats

50 blankets

1 large kettle

8 sacks raisins

6 sugar
5 cases dried vegetables
1 case kerosene

May 19,

60 sacks flour

10^2 >> rice

10 » beans

10 >' lentils

6 cases meat

1 bbl. pickled beef

20 cases milk

2 sacks sugar
2 bbls. cocoa

3. Municipal Soup Kitchen

March 2, 5 sacks lentils

March 4, 6 sacks raisins

400 bars soap

5 cases macaroni
200 bars soap
82 blankets

66 cots

4 mattresses

24 pairs shoes

4 cases clothing
1 case sweaters

March 7,

March 11,

4 sacks lentils

4 sacks lentils
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4. Demir Hissar Orphanage.

200 pairs drawers
200 shirts

400 bundles, each consisting of apron, dress and drawers
15 sweaters

10 night dresses

24 boys' trousers

400 rompers
18 sacks flour

Note: This gift was made at tlie instance of Governor-General Gotsis,

and was consigned to his care in Drama and shipped by him to Demir
Hissar under convoy.

i

5. Military Hospital.

5 cases pajamas

6. Municipal Hospital.

2 cases bed shirts

68 sacks



DIRECTORY OF PERSONNEL, BULGARIAN

AND MACEDONIAN STATIONS

ADAMS, Captain R. W. — Field Worker.

Serres December 22 to April 18 Head of Station

ADDISON, Miss Sara R. - Nurse.

Kavalla, etc. February 8 to June 19 Head Nurse of Eastern
Macedonia

BARNES, Major Clifford W.— Deputy Commissioner.

Bulgaria November 7 to November 26 Investigation

BARRY, First -Lieutenant G. C. - Field Worker.

Dedeagatch December 21 to January 21 Head of Station

Pangaeon January 27 to May 3 Head of District

BEDELL, First -Lieutenant A. S. - Field Worker.

Bulgaria December 12 to January 20 Head of District

BINGER, First- Lieutenant C. A. L. — Physician.

Macedonia March 5 to June 2 Sanitary Inspector

BLACK, Major Carl E. — Deputy Cohimissioner.

Bulgaria November 22 to December 19 Organization

BLAKESLEE, Miss Clarissa E. — Field Worker.

Kavalla February 6 to February 21 Distribution

Drama February 21 to March 10 Distribution

Drama March 10 to May 20 111 with typhus

BOUYOUCOS, First -Lieutenant George. -
Agricultural Investigator.

Macedonia April 25 to May 3
^

Aide to Major Hopkins

BRADFORD, First -Lieutenant E. W. — Accountant.

Kavalla February 21 to March 10 Bread Line

CAPPS, Lieutenant -Colonel Edward — Commissioner to Greece.

Macedonia and Bulgaria November 7 to December 6 Organization

Macedonia March 14 to March 23 Organization
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CLARK, First- Lieutenant D. S. -
Physician.

Macedonia March 5 to April 5

COBB, Second -Lieutenant A. J.— Field Worker.

Xanthi November 19 to January 18

Serres February 1 to March 2

DENLINGER, Private H. K. Field Worker.

Kavalla November 30 to February 2

Sanitary Inspector

Head of Station

Head of Village Distri-

bution

Transportation

DEWING, Major Henry B. -
Secretary of Commission.

Macedonia March 19 to June 10

DONALDSON, Captain J. E. — Field Worker.

Drama April 28 to May 22

EDWARDS, Mrs. Harvey C. — Clerical Worker.

Kavalla January 11 to February 8

FELTY, First- Lieutenant C. L. — Field Worker.

Kavalla November 25 to June 25

FUDGE, Miss Elizabeth M. — Field Worker.

KavaUa April '22 to May 6

Drama May 6 to May 15

Commanding District of

Eastern Macedonia

Head of Station

Clerical

Transportation Manager

Distribution

Distribution

GIBSON, First- Lieutenant C. B. — Field Worker.

Tyrnovo-Siemen November 25 to January 20 Transportation of Refugees

GILMORE, Private C. B. - Field Worker.

Kavalla December 27 to February 19 Distribution

February 10 to May 28Drama

GLENN, Miss Edith — Social Worker.

Kavalla, etc. December 4 to May 7

Warehouseman, Distri-

bution

Drama May 7 to May 20

In Charge of Ouvroirs in

Eastern Macedonia

Distribution

GOLDMAN, Miss Hetty — Social Worker; Investigator for Joint Distribution

Committee for Relief of Jewish Sufferers.

December 4 to December 15 InvestigationKavalla

Serres December 2'6 to February 1 Ouvroir

GRAY, Captain R. M. - Field Worker.

Kavalla February 27 to March 20 Distribution

Drama March 20 to April 28 Head of Station
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HARTZ, Miss Alma — Nurse.

Kavalla February 6 to February 16

Drama February 18 to March 17

Serres

Drama
Serres

March 17 to April 14

April 14 to May 3

May 3 to May 20

Refugee Relief

Dispensary
Nurse to Personnel

Dispensary
Nurse to Personnel

HODGSON, First- Lieutenant J. S. — Physician.

Kavalla March 5 to April 3

Drama April 3 to April 10

Serres April 10 to April 20

Serres April 23 to May 29

Sanitary Inspector

Sanitary Inspector

Sanitary Inspector
111 with typhus

HOPKINS, Major Cyril J. — Agricultural Expert.

Macedonia April 25 to May 3 Soil Investigation

INGLEZAKI, Miss Elene - Nurse.

Kavalla January 1 to June 14 Dispensary

JOHNSON, Miss Lena N. — Nurse.

Tyrnovo - Siemen December 15 to January 14 General Relief Work

KELLY, Miss Katherine G. — Nurse.

Kavalla April 10 to April 28

Drama April 28 to May 19

Serres May 19 to May 29

District Nursing
Dispensary
Nurse to Personnel

KOUROYEN, Miss Maria - Nurse.

Xanthi December 4 to January 18 General Rehef Work
Serres January 22 to March 2 District Nursing-

Drama March 2 to April 16 Dispensary
Serres •

April 16 to May 7 Nurse to Personnel

LEMON, Second - Lieutenant John- Field Worker.

Pravi (Pangaeon) January 24 to March 20 Head of Station

Kavalla

Serres

Pravi

March 20 to April 14

April 14 to' April 21

April 21 to May 3

Convalescent

Head of Station

Head of Station

MARCUS, Second -Lieutenant A. G. - Field Worker.

Tyrnovo- Siemen November 30 to January 14 Head of Station
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MARTIN, Miss Isabel— Nurse.

Kavalla February 6 to February 16 Refugee Relief

Serres February 19 to March I Ouvroir

Drama March 1 to March 15 District Nursing
Serres March 15 to April 23 Nurse to Personnel

Drama March 23 to May 3 District Nursing
Serres May 3 to May 20 Nurse to Personnel

MILLER, Second - Lieutenant F.— Field Worker.

Kavalla December 5 to December 20 Warehouse Assistant

Kormista (Pangaeon) December 21 to January 27 Head of Station

MINGANE, Miss Frances — Nurse.

Rodolivos (Pangaeon) March 24 to June 1 Nurse to Personnel

MC ININOH, Captain D. E.- Field Worker.

Kavalla November 20 to December 20 Warehouseman

OAKLEY, Major Horace S. Deputy Commissioner.

Macedonia January 12 to March 19 Commanding District of

Eastern Macedonia

O'BRIEN, Private G. E. - Field Worker.

Xanthi November 30 to December 20 General Relief Work

PORTER, Miss Emily N. - Nurse.

Kavalla February 6 to February 21 District Nursing
Rodolivos (Pangaeon) February 21 to May 20 Dispensary, Ouvroir and

Nurse to Personnel

PRATT, Miss Mary F. — Clerical Worker.

Kavalla April 10 to June 10 Clerical Work

REIRDEN, Second -Lieutenant W. B. Field Worker.

Kavalla February 6 to April 14 Warehouseman
Musthenie (Pangaeon) April 21 to May 3 Head of Station

SCHMUNCK, Second -Lieutenant G. A. - Field Worker.

Kavalla January 24 to March 21 Distribution

Pravi (Pangaeon) March 21 to April 27 Head of Station

SEAGER, First- Lieutenant R. B. — Field Worker.

Serres December 27 to January 18 Distribution
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STEWART, Mrs. Katherine A. -Clerical and Social Worker.

Kavalla February 18 to March 11 Clerical

Drama March 11 to May 6 Ouvroir

STONE, Miss Florence — Field Worker.

Kavalla December 23 to February 19 Distribution

Serres February 21 to March 11 Village Distribution

Serres March 11 to May 7 111 with Typhus

STOUGHTON, First -Lieutenant P. V.- Field Worker.

Musthenie (Fangaeon) February 10 to April 21 Head of Station

STRAUB, Private C— Field Worker.

Kavalla December 11 to January 20 Warehouse Assistant

TAYLOR, Private J. L. - Field Worker.

Kormista (Pangaeon) December 11 to February 1 Distribution

Rodolivos (Pangaeon) February 1 to March 11 Head of Station

Rodolivos (Pangaeon) March 11 to June 1 111 with Typhoid Fever

THOMAS, Second -Lieutenant K. A. - Field Worker.

Tyrnovo-Siemen November 30 to January 30 General Relief Work
Kavalla February 4 to March 29 Distribution

Rodolivos (Pangaeon) March 29 to May 3 Head of Station

WALKER, First- Lieutenant Edward -Field Worker.

Drama February 19 to February 23 Head of Station

WALKER, Major Samuel J. —Deputy Commissionner.

Macedonia December 20 to January 13 Commanding District of
Eastern Macedonia

Macedonia March 2 to xlpril 27 Medical Director

WHITE, Captain P. D. -. Physician.

Kavalla March 5 to March 29 Sanitary Inspector

Drama March 29 to April 12 Sanitary Inspector

Serres April 12 to May 23 Sanitary Inspector

ZACCA, Miss Maria — Nurse.

Dedeagatch December 4 to January 21 General Relief Work
Pravi (Pangaeon) February 21 to May 3 Ouvroir and Dispensary

The following personnel were recruited in Athens :

BLEGEN, Carl E. - Field Worker.

Kormista November 6 to December 27 Head of Station

Macedonia January 8 to January 27 Inspection

Prama February 19 to March 20 Head of Station
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ELMAZI, Miss T.— Social Worker.

Serres January 11 to May 21 Ouvroir

HILL, Bert H.— Field Worker.

Macedonia and Bulgaria November 6 to December 23 Investigation
Kavalla March 2 to March 20 Assistant to Medical Staff

SVENOS, Mrs. -Social Worker.

Serres January 13 to February 16 Ouvroir

The following persons were intimately associated at different times with

the American Red Cross personnel in the work of distribution and rendered

valuable service, which is hereby gratefully acknowledged:

ADOSSIDES, Mrs. A.

DELTA, Mrs. S.

GENNADIS, Lieutenant

KIMBERLEY, Mr. J. R.

PETROCOCCHINO, Mrs. D. P.

PETROCOCCHINO, Lieutenant D.P. Field Worker

STEELE, Mr. Leroy Field Worker

VASILOPOULOS, Miss Nurse

ZANNAS, Lieutenant A. Field Worker

Field Worker

Field Worker

Field Worker

Warehouseman Kavalla

Field Worker Drama

Bulgaria and Macedonia

Serres

Drama

Drama

Pangaeon

Bulgaria

Bulgaria
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